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On Monday, Nov. 21, in Cushing I, Rev. Charles Donovan, S.J.,
Academic Vice President of the College, will hold an open forum
discussion on the proposed academic calendar. All students are invited to attend.
A student poll will be taken on Tuesday, Nov. 22 in Lyons and
McElroy cafeterias, the resident dining hall and in the foyer of
Campion and Cushing. This is the chance for the students to voice
their approval or disapproval to the new calendar, which has met
opposition by the student senate of the College of Arts and Sciences in a statement released Nov. 18.
The proposed calendar was introduced to the faculty at the
Faculty Convocation on Sept. 16. Fr. Donovan stated that if the new
calendar is to be implemented it must be approved before the end of
this month. The Educational Policy Committee in the School of
Nursing has discussed the proposal and forwarded their suggestions
to Fr. Donovan. In the School of Education and the College of Arts
and Sciences it will be discussed in their meetings this month.
Fr. Donovan, at the Convocation, urged the faculty to consider
the calendar and make known any problems that would necessitate
a change in the structure of the calendar.
In an interview with Rev. Alfred Jolson, S.J., Dean of the College of Business Administration, it was made known that the matter has been discussed at length in the Dean's Council and, although
it has not been voted upon, it has been received with a favorable attitude.
The matter has also been discussed with the CBA Educational
Policy Committee and Fr. Jolson speaking for CBA, noted that
the proposal has been studied with the chairmen of the departments and then with the individual faculty members.
He stressed the fact that it was "just an experiment" and the
calendar would be subject to modification or revision if the small
problems became too large.
He believed the advantages far outnumber the disadvantages
and it is to the student's benefit. In discussing the advantages, Fr.
Jolson showed that the Calendar leaves the student "no academic
responsibilities during the Christmas holidays and it also eliminates
the psychological guilt attached to the Christmas vacation."
Eliminating the "Lame Duck" period during January will dispose of the time familiar to the student in which "it is hard to ac-

"LBiIkHeCSausthlng etter"..
name is

Irish."

Did Cardinal Cushing really say that to Fr. Walsh at the Hlggins dedication? See the story on pg. 4.
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PCoQorsetiyaCOmpunsJuackr ouncil

Jack Corey, Ed. '67, resigned last week from his position on the Campus
Council. He attributed his resignation ".
to the conflict between academic and
student government pressures."

.

..
.

Corey is the third member of
Corey also had some more
the council to resign in the past generous comments in the nature
year. Jim Stock A&S '67 resigned of student government leadership.
last spring and Bill McCahill A&S Although he said that ".
he

election campaign fetters out
when the student government
member runs into fictitious
theories and committees. Student
'68 last fall.
was unsure of the domain of government needs an executive
Corey, in an interview with The student government as a whole," body, that will devote more time
Heights, had several comments Corey felt that ".
the vitality to vital decisions and less to complish anything."
on the nature and efficiency of which candidates feel during jhe research."
(Continued on Page Four)

.

THolAd:"CBeConstructive"
"Be constructive in your criticism!'
That's the advice to the new Honors Advisory Committee from Rev. John R. Willis, S.J., Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences and Chairman of the Educational
P6licy Committee of A&S.

COREY
'More decisions, less research.'
the Campus Council and of student
government as a whole. He said,
"If the work of the Campus
Council is limited to social
activities, then their work has
been adequate. But if the work of
the council is to uplift all areas
of student activity, then the
council has only begun to scratch
the surface." In the same context he said, "If student government intends to accomplish the
things it dreams about, it must
tap undergraduate resources to
a fuller extent
in order to
remove student government from
the masses of committees."

...

The fault of the Honors Advisory Com1966 report, the report which
prompted the resignation of Rev. F. X.
Shea's Assistant Director of the Honors
Program, and Heights (10/4/66) features
stories on the experimental program on
Modern Man, was that "it seemed to many
to be too negative in tone and failed to
pay sufficient attention to the strengths and
values of the program."
mittee's

Dean Willis stated that the HAC is only
an advisory committee and that the criterion for determining the value of this
advice is, simply, if it is good advice or
bad advice.
Specifically, Fr. Willis said that "good
advice is advice that evaluates the strengths

and weaknesses of any program. It commends the strengths and gives practical

suggestions - for the elimination of weaknesses."
?

Turning to the authority of the honors
director vis a vis department chairman,
Dean Willis was generally satisfied with the
present situation in which the honors director does his work largely through cooperation and friendly relationships with the department chairmen.
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"The power structure (that is, the powers
of the honors director) have never been
clearly defined, and deliberately so," Fr.
Willis maintained, because "we feel that
more can be done through cooperation than
by bludgeoning them (the department chairmen) to death."
The members of the Educational Policy
Committee have read the Report of the
1966 Honors Advisory Committee, the report
which called for the abandonment of the
Modern Man program, but there has been
no formal discussion of the report yet. The
agenda for the EPC, which was drawn up
before the report was issued has discussion
of the Honors Program scheduled for after
Christmas. At this time the Honors Advisory Committee will probably be consulted.
However, the Educational Policy Committee will decide itself how much time it
will devote to discussion of the Honors Program and its problem child, Modern Man.
Finally, Dean Willis cleared up the confusion regarding the granting of academic
credits. "It is the University, he said, not
the College or the individual department
that gives academic credit."
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BriefsHNeigwhts
Lecture

Mail

N.YDance

The history department anThe New York Metropolitan Mail for several campus organinounces a lecture by Professor Club will present its annual zations has been delivered to the
William O. Shanahan of Hunter Thanksgiving dance on Friday, Campus Council office, McElroy
College, New York, entitled "The Nov. 25, 1966, at the Grand Ball117. Each organization on campus
Ideology of Nationalism: A real room of the Waldorf Astoria Hoshould
send a representative to
imaginary
history."
or
factor in
tel. The dance will be from 9
The lecture will be held on Mon- p.m. to 1 a.m. Dress will be semi- the Council to pick up any mail
day, Nov. 21, 1966 in Alumni formal. The El Corols will pro- for that organization; otherwise
Hall, at 4:15 p.m. Coffee will be vide the music. The tickets cost the mail will be thrown away.
served before the lecture.
$7 a couple and may be purchased from Pete Di Paola at
Greenleaf Hall or at the door.
Night

IrishClub

African

The International Club is preVS
I. .
senting "African Night" tonight
Mr. Harold M. Kooker, a repat 6:45 p.m. in McElroy Lounge.
of International Volressentative
There will be a seminar entitled
"The African Paradox: Political untary Services, Inc. (TVS), will
Independence vs. Economic Chal- visit the campus on December
14, 1966, to discuss overseas oplenges."
portunities.
There will be social hour folIVS, founded in 1353 as a prilowing the seminar. Everyone is
vate non-profit organization, procordially invited to attend.
vides ? small scale technical assistance and works directly with
French
the peoples of developing counThe modern language depart- tries. Over 200 volunteers are now
ment invites all interested to a in Southeast Asia in the fields of
"weekly hour of uninhibited education, agriculture, rural deFrench chit-chat in the Eagles velopment, and youth work.
Nest (look for the table with the Those who want to talk with
French flag) Thursdays from 3:30 him about the opportunities for
to 4:30 p.m. Conversation trivial service with TVS may arrange an
and profound, titillating and pe- appointment through the placedestrian, reactionary and subver- ment office.
sive is in order. No marks; no
taboos; no sweat. Bring your own
Sodality
coffee."
Tonight in the Cushing Faculty
Lounge, Michael A. Sennott will
Foreign Students
speak at the general Sodality
On November 21, ten students meeting on the topic of "Student
from Bogota, Colombia, are com- On-Campus Action." Mr. Sennott,
ing to Boston College for two and a graduate of Notre Dame, was
a half months. At present there responsible for campus reform in
are not sufficient accommodations the liturgy and dormitory confor them. If anyone is interested ditions while an undergraduate.
in putting up one or more of His talk will be preceded by the
these foreign students for the pe- celebration of the liturgy at 7:30
riod of their visit, or if you know p.m., which will be followed by
someone who would or could, the discussion of a few business
Sodalist or nonplease call 969-6385, and ask for details. All
are cordially invited.
Mrs. Hinchey.
Sodalist

The officers of the Irish Club
would like to thank the members
Language Reception
and friends of the club for their
support at last week's "Jug of
The Boston College language
Punch" mixer. The next meeting
academies
will sponsor a Facultywill be held at 4:15 on next Tuesday, November 22, 1966, in a Student Reception on Monday,
Nov. 28, from 4:00 to 5:30 in the
room to be announced.
Cushing Faculty Lounge. All students of modem languages and
Thanksgiving
all members of the modern language department are invited.
Any American student who
Majors and minors are particuwishes to invite a foreign student larly urged to attend.
to his home for Thanksgiving Day
should contact Miss Gleklen at
the Foreign Student Office between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., today
sion 898X.

Gold Key Rally
The annual Gold Key Rally and
Float Parade will be held on Friday, November 25th. The parade,
consisting of about fifteen floats

Policy?"

A&SSenate
Nomination papers are now
available in Gasson 114 for the
office of vice-president in the junior class of A&S. Nominations
will close at noon on Wednesday,
Nov. 23. The primaries will be
held on Dec. 2 in Lyons Foyer
from 10-4. Only members of the
class of 1968 can vote.

McElroy

Christmas Star

Lyons

Last Day

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
TOBACCO PRODUCTS
?
PACKAGING MATERIALS
FRUIT JUICE BEVERAGES
?
FOOD AND INDUSTRIAL CORN PRODUCTS

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

?

NOVEMBER 29, 1966
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SEND
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TO

Senator Morse
Senator Wayne L. Morse, outspoken critic of President Johnson's foreign policies, will deliver
the David K. Niles Memorial Lecture at Ford Hall Forum in Jordan Hall, Gainsboro Street, on
Sunday, Nov. 20 at 8 p.m.
Sen. Morse, a member of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, has consistently opposed
U.S. involvement in Viet Nam.
His topic Sunday will be "Does
the United States have a Foreign

Give Today

through Wednesday, phone exten-

?

Without computers man couldn't link up vehicles in space
or find his way to the moon.
Back on earth, Data-Date professionally links up people
with exciting, dove-tailedcompatibility.
Data-Date's discreet,carefully programmed service
couldbefor you. Try it and see.
You getbiographical sketches andphotographs of at least
five computer selected dates, on any campus
in the U. S. or Canada, or in anymajor city world wide.
?PLUS news ofespecially arranged parties,
?vents and attractions via Data-Date's news letter.

representing various student organizations on campus, will leave
p.m., wind down Beacon St. to
Cleveland Circle and back to the
campus via Commonwealth Avenue, where the rally on the ice
will conclude the activities. The
theme of this year's pre-Holy
Cross game activity is "Return
of the Eagle." Be there to welcome her back. See the Eagle
return!

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CHEMISTRY

Are YOU
Are YOU
Are YOU
Then WE

interested in challenge and responsibility
looking for a dynamic, diversified company
seeking a growth-oriented opportunity
would like to talk with YOU.

Visit with our College Recruiting Representative to discuss how you might
become a part of this growth. Interview arrangements and more specific information can be obtained through your placement office.

Please send me withoutobligation theData-Date questionnaire.

LIBERAL BENEFITS INCLUDE: Profit Sharing, Hospitalization, Retirement,
Life Insurance, Educational Assistance, Relocation Assistance.

NAME
ADDRESS

All positions are located in Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

STATB

CITY

ZIP

COLLEGE

DATA-DATE,

.

e0.b0x526
MADISON SQUARE STATION, NBW YORK 10010

i
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PBalPuotpeCSieirtuaSlJs; lackness

There seems to be no direct re- sional life selecting applicants for
lationship between high grades in admission to medical school."
college and professional success
He added that the study caused
in later life, two recent studies inhim
to question the adequacy of
dicate.
a
York
not only in helping select
Ginzberg,
grades
Dr. Eli
New
researcher, studied a group of those who should be admitted to
Columbia University graduate stu- medical school, but also in measdents who had won fellowships to uring
a student's progress.

In a story appearing in Wednesday's Globe, the Pope told the
Order's Superior General, Fr.
Pedro Arrupe, S.J., and 220 priests
at a Mass in the Sistine Chapel

There are numerous theories attempting to explain these surprising findings. The most common
one affirms that the over-emphasis on grades which begins when
a student is in junior high school
and' continues throughout his academic career tends to destroy interest in learning for its own sake.

about the order.
But, he added, the decisions of
the Jesuits' general Congregation
or supreme legislative assembly,
which closes in Rome in a few
days, had "for the most part, dissipated his fears."
Speaking -with unusual frankness he asked them, "Do you sons

the school between 1944 and 1950.
Ginzberg's task was to find out
how successful the 342 students
had become 14 years after they
completed their fellowships.
The findings showed that students who had graduated from
colleges with honors, who had
won scholastic medals, or who
had been elected to Phi Beta Kappa were more likely to be in the
"lower professional performance
levels" than students who had not
distinguished themselves while in

Pope Paul VI Wednesday sharply rebuked the Jesuits for spiritual slack-

ness, worldliness, and disobedience.

that he

was

astonished and

grieved at reports he had received

of Ignatius, soldiers of the Comof Jesus, want to remain today, tomorrow, and forever what
your foundation has been until
now for the Holy Catholic Church
and for this Apostolic See?"
The Pope said he had received
"reports and rumors" regarding
the Jesuits
"and for that matter, other religious families about
which we cannot hide our astonishment, and in some cases, our
pany

?

grief."

He said the "strange and sinister" reports would never have
arisen if the order had continued
to be what its founder intended.

..

college.
In another survey, a team of
University of Utah professors

found there is almost no relationship between the grades a medical student gets and his later

performance.
This finding startled the leader
of the research team, Dr. Philip
B. Price. He called it a "shocking
finding to a medical educator like
myself who has spent his profes-

The Boston Catholic Interracial
Council has established a Leo P.
Haley Memorial Fund.
Haley, A&S '64, who served as

A resume of the Pope's sermon
issued by the Jesuits' information service in Rome said the rumors referred to by the Pontiff
"suggested that the order intened to embark on revolutionary
changes or were abandoning the
traditions that had for centuries
made them such a powerful force
in the service of the Church."
The Pope said that "perhaps it
appeared to the apostolic ardor
with which the company is inspired, that to make your activity
more effective you must give up
many venerable spiritual, ascetic,
and disciplinary habits, no longer
an aid but a brake to a freer and
more personal expression of your
zeal?
"And then it seemed that the
austere and virile obedience,
which has always typified your
company
should be slackened, as harmful to the personality and an obstacle to liveliness
of action," he said.
"Thus there were perhaps those
who believed it was no longer
necessary to impose on their own
as
soul the 'spiritual exercise.
if the exterior action was enough
to keep the spirit illuminated and
strong and pure.
"And maybe some had the illusion that to spread the gospel
of Chirst it was necessary to take
on the customs of the world, its
mentality, its profanity, indulging
in the naturalist evaluation of
modern morals," the Pope said.
He added that these speculations were "clouds in the sky,
which the conclusions of your congregation have for the most part

.

Bill Dalton plays bottleneck blues to overflow crowd at last Friday night's opening of the BC Coffeehouse.

Executive Director of the Council,
died of a heart attack on Oct. 4.

.

CoB
fIeMhutask ig

.

..

Since his death many of his
friends have requested that a
The campus coffeehouse, Middle Earth, opened last Friday in O'Connell
memorial be established to carry
Annex
to a total crowd of over 200 people.
on the work he began in the Council.
Although the coffeehouse relied WVBC, emceed by Jerry Rey- great means of bringing native dissipated."
talent to light
." Newton Colsolely on BC talent, the atmos- nolds.
Anyone interested should send
lege student. "It has the poterir
phere was heightened by the
contributions to the Council's of- presence
Despite cancellation by Leonda, tial of becoming the best thing
of critics from Broadfice, 68 St. Stephen Street,' Boston,
side; the second show, starting BC talent was abundant and solid. that has ever happened to BC."
Mass. 02115.
at 9:30, was broadcast over The sounds of Middle Earth Paul Bail (A&S '69). "This is one
Upcoming
ranged from folk and blues, to of the few times I feel very
proud
go
BC,"
to
to
Ed
Florence
sometimes vitriolic humor and
Shortly after the Thanksgiving
(A&S "69).
lampoonery.
holiday, representatives of the
The performers on the first Members of the committee are senior class will conduct a poll
(A&S '68), manager, for seniors in the various colleges
night were Bill Fischer A&S 70; Bob Rebholz
IS NOW "TRYING HARDER' FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
(A&S '69), assistant regarding the class gift.
Rene
Durand
'67;
Bill Heck A&S
Bob EisenOur low weekend special is for students, and only
manager, Barry Doherty (A&S
The purpose of the poll will be
hart CBA '67; Tom Power A&S
$ 17.00 plus 11 c per mile, from noon Friday
twofold: 1) it will inform the stu'67; Bill Dalton A&S '68; Tom '67) head of talent.
until 9:00 A.M. Monday morning.
dent of what the senior gift is and
Lawler A&S '67; and Bob HendChairman Rebholz commented
provide background on past
will
ler A&S '70.
on the future of Middle Earth,
phone:
Dial our Prudential Center
gifts; and 2) it will inform
senior
Comments from the audience "up to now, we have been a sub- the class officers of the seniors'
267-5151
were surprised and optimistic. committee of the dorm council. views about the gift.
MINIMUM AGE: 19 YEARS
Avis features Plymouth
perfectly satisfied, reason- Hereafter, we hope to be virtually
".
The poll will not ask specific
able price, a good time
sur- autonomous."
yes-or-no questions, but will proprised that there is so much good Long range plans for the coffee vide an opportunity for the stutalent at BC
would be good house will be discussed at a Dorm dents to make suggestions and exYin
long,"
all
week
Cote A&S '68. Council meeting on Dec. 19. At press their own individual ideas
Your
Parties
"A good start
good BC talent that time the future structure and on the senior gift.
New, Beautiful,
at
there is, however, a need for status of Middle Earth are to be
Since it is not a referendum,
name talent as well," Julie Sims decided, with special emphasis on the poll will not be binding. Ac(Ed. '68). "... very good
a the extent of its autonomy.
cording to William Durkin, chairman of the A&S Student Senate,

.

PoSOelnirGift

AVIS RENT A CAR
office

. .. . . .
..
.

Hold

"After-The-Game"
the

THE HIGHLANDS RESTAURANT
CORK AND BOTTLE LOUNGE
Entertainment Nightly in Lounge

Hot Hor d'oeuvres Served 5 P.M. to 7 P.M.

DINNER SPECIALS FROM $2.50
Featuring Sizzling Steaks, Lobster & Seafood
Italian Specialties (Served Daily)
ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
For Reservations Call 332-4400
Open daily?-except Sunday?from 12 Noon,
Saturday at 5 P.M.

1114 Beacon St., Newton Highlands
{Corner of Walnut Street)

...
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the poll will be designed chiefly to
guard against uninformed prejudices on the part of seniors who
do not fully understand the history and purpose of the gift.
Following the poll there will
be a meeting of senior class representatives to study the views
expressed by the students. Then,
sometime in the beginning of the
second semester, a referendum
will be conducted to determine
finally the feelings of the class.

BC. STUDENT
WANTS ROOMMATE

to share 3 room apartment, just
off Comm. Aye., 10 mm. from
B.C. by street car.

Call 782-8957
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This past weekend four freshman debaters competed in their
first major varsity tournament,
the St. Joseph Invitational Tourn-

wins over Fordham, Rutgers, and
George Washington. They dropped
decisions to Virginia, Kings and

Higgins Hall, the tenth major building to be erected at BC since 1960, was forPerm.
mally dedicated during a two-day program on Nov. 11-12, 1966.
ament in Philadelphia. They
In the individual speaker
emerged with an 8-4 record which awards, Mark Killenbeck was
It was named in honor of John with a processional, followed by circuit television is soon to foe in- won
the third place trophy for BC. third best speaker out of the ninestalled in the undergraduate lab-

P. Higgins, a long-time friend of
Boston businessman and philanthropist, Stephen P. Mugar, who
gave more than half a million
dollars toward its construction.
At the convocation, Mr. Mugar
stated, "As a businessman I
would like to challenge Boston
College to foe one of the pioneers
in tackling the problem of continuing the education of scientific
graduates."
The ceremonies began last
Friday witto a greeting by Very
Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J.,
President of Boston College. In
his address, Fr. Walsh said of
the Higgins Science Center,
"the opening of Higgins Hail is
such a milestone tat the life of
BC that we felt impelled to call
our friends and colleagues together to celebrate with us.
This building not only reveals to
others the dedication of our university to science, but it will
enable us to contribute even
more to the formation of the
young and to the penetration of
the frontier of scientific knowledge."

an invocation delivered by His
to permit the reception
Eminence Richard Cardinal Cush- oratories
of special lectures and demoning.
strations from other laboratories.
Honorary degrees were then
Mr. Mugar's generous gift is
conferred upon George W. Beadle
the largest private contribution to
of the University of Chicago
(Doctor of Science); William B. the building. In addition, four
Castle of Harvard University U.S. Government grants totaling
(Doctor of Human Letters); just over $1,680,000 will help to
Donald F. Homig of the Presi- defray construction costs for the
new center.
dent's office of Science and Technology (Doctor of Laws); and
James A. Van Allen of the University of lowa (Doctor of Sci-

Twenty-four schools were repre-

ty-six contestants and Charlie
Brown also placed in the top ten.
In varsity action the week before, at the University of Chicago
Debating Tournament, sophs
Frank Porcelli and Wayne Hoffman finished with a 5-3 record, defeating Temple twice and American U., Evansville College, and
David Lipscomb College. Their
losses came at the hands of Ohio
State, Michigan State, and Illinois.
In Atlanta, Georgia, at the Emory
University Debate Tournament,
the team of David White and
Peter Cooper broke even with
wins over Wayne State, Emory,
Alabama and William & Mary,
and losses to Maryland, Mercer,
In 1958 Fr. Abbot became asso- Vanderbilt and Kings.
ciate editor of America magazine.
Recently he has been director of
the John La Farge Institute, a
(Continued from Page One)
Jesuit organization interested in
social action en the scholarly He added that one of the argulevel and headquartered in New ments supporting the old calendar, regarding term papers that
York. He also edited the book
are usually delegated to that va11.
Documents on Vatican
cation is a theory not a realityThe need for a common Bible "l know that when I was an unwas discussed and decided upon dergraduate and even in graduat Vatican 11. The Council also ate school, nothing was ever acendorsed the idea that the scrip- complished during that vacation."
tures should be prepared with the An open meeting to air views
suitable comments for the use of on the calendar will be held in
Cushing at 4:00 p.m. on Monday.
non-Christians.

sented.
On the affirmative, Mark Killenbeck and Charles Lawson
achieved a 5-1 record, defeating
the varsity teams of Duquesne,
Johns Hopkins, Delaware, U. of
Pennsylvania, and Georgetown,
while losing to Seton Hall. The
negative team of Charlie Brown
and Ron Hoenig finished 3-3 with

Jesuit Alumnus Heading

ence).

Work On Common Bible

Dr. Homig then elaborated on
the Federal Government's Scientific Grants to colleges across
Boston College Alumnus Rev.
the nation.
Walter M. Abbot, S.J., has been
named to direct Catholic partici"In this period of development, pation in producing a Common
institutions such as BC have a Bible that could be used by all
vital role. As we seek to broaden Christians.
the range of educational opporPope Paul VI has issued orders
tunity, we must utilize the poten- for the Roman Catholic Church to
tial of every educational institu- work with Protestants, Orthodox
tion of quality."
Catholics and Anglicans in proThe Departments of biology and ducing the Bible.
Father Abbot was educated at
physics will share the 136,000
and entered the Jesuit
squarefeet within the center, each BC High
Order
in
1941. He prepared at
occupying a wing of the 260-foot,
Shadowbrook and Weston and
V-shaped
portion.
main
Closed
began
Saturday's ceremonies
studied the classics for three
years at Oxford. He was ordained
at Weston in 1956.

BC Backs Berry

Calendar...

PropsedC
1967-8 alendar

The Beacon Street Union, a through the association of
Wright, Rosenblatt, and Ulaky
at BC last year.

rhythm and blues group that
includes two BC students, will
back up Chuck Berry during
his engagement at "Where It's
At," a Boston discotheque, on

SEMESTER
Tues.-Fri.: Registration for all
classes. Freshman Orientation
Week.
Sept. 8
Friday: Faculty Convocation
Sept. ll
Monday: Classes begin
Thursday: Columbus Day?no
Oct. 12
classes.
Wednesday: Thanksgiving holNov. 22
idays begin for all students at
noon.
Registration for second semDec. 13-19
FIRST

The band has appeared with
The Lost, a group that is approaching national prominence, and has played at
November 18.
clubs in Salisbury and alt the
The group consists of John Brown Derby in Boston.
Wright A&S '69, lead singer;
They will also back up
Bob Rosenblatt A&S '69, elecScreaming Jay Hawkins at
tric piano; Wayne Ulaky, Emerson College (a freshman at "Where It's At" on Friday
BC last year), bass; Paul and Saturday, Nov. 25 and 26.
Tatachney, lead guitar; and The Beacon Street Union
Dick Weisburg, Mass. College should also appear at the BC
of Art, drums. The group or- coffeehouse in early Decemiginated during the summer ber.

Sept. 5-8

ester

Dec. 13-20

Sat.)

Dec. 21-Jan. 7

/T~~^WALKER'S

LEE SIMMONS
Typing Service

Term Examinations (Include

Christmas

Holidays

SECOND SEMESTER
Monday: Classes begin
Jan. 8
Feb. 21

Midterm break begins at the
close of classes

Feb. 22-Mar. 10
Mar. 11
Apr. 11-12

Midterm break
Monday: Classes resume
Holy Thursday, Good Fridayno classes

Apr. 19

Friday: Patriot's Day

?

no

classes
May 6-13
May 26
May 27

Term Examinations

Sunday: Baccalaureate
Monday: Commencement

CARRIES A WIDE SELECTION OF BOOTS IN STOCK ?47 STYLES IN ALL
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TWO NITES

SAT., NOV. 19
Sold Out
SUN., NOV. 20 8:00
?

Olive

?

Tickets: $5, 4, 3.50, 2.50 on sale
now at Box Office Hub & Tyson
Ticket Agencies, Boston; Out of
Town News & Ticket, Harvard Sq.
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Open Wed. Evening till 8:15 PM
292 Boylston St., Boston (opposite Public Gardens) Tel.
267-0195
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RecoCgnhSitapDBOrezdk;sAt C
In what has been termed a reaction to the Humphrey demonstrations," a
group of BC students have taken steps to form a chapter of the Students for a
Democratic Society on the BC campus.
The group temporarily headed
by John Simon A&S '67 has been
recognized by the national office
of SDS and is now seeking acceptance of its constitution from
the Campus Council.
Simon in calling the Humphrey
demonstrations the cause of the
BC chapter's founding, explained
that "the march made people
aware that there was no regular
organ for the expression of views
outside the consensus. Simultaneously it put these people in
touch with others who could help
them start an SDS.
Simon felt that the BC students
had turned toward the SDS because "the organizations as a
whole does not have any of the

ideological hang-ups that plague
many of the other left-wing
organizations." Another factor he
cited was the SDS's stress on the
autanymity of individual chapters.
John, stressing the fact that he
was speaking as an individual
member of the chapter and not
as its representative, expressed
his hope that the SDS would
"provide a voice of the left on
campus, a voice that previously
has been lacking." This would
be accomplished by the distribu-

statements, and debates.
Despite questions reused on the
matter of Campus Council recognition, members feel that their
constitution will be approved.
There have already been indications that the organizational

is satisfactory, and
Simon states, "I am sure that
the Campus Council and the Administration are past the point
where they would suppress an
organization simply because they
feel it is 'too controversial."
structure

ROTCIncSreatsIM;fo nstruct
This fall two new faculty members joined the Boston College
ROTC instructor group. They
are Captain Kenneth H. Montgomery, and Staff Sergeant Jesse
L. Horn.
A 1958 graduate of West Point,
Captain Montgomery is a career
army officer. He is both Ranger
and Airborne qualified and has
just recently returned from the
Republic of Viet Nam where he
served as an advisor to an infantry battalion.
When asked about his present

makli, Turkey, where he served
with the Ordnance branch.

Boston College has proved to be
an enjoyable assignment for Sergeant Horn also, but he does concede it lacks some of the attracthe 48 stars
tions of Paris.
states.

assignment, Captain Montgomery
said it was the best duty he has

...

SOahyS
YCoaun ee...
on

this flag in Roberts' Center. One for each of the 48

DDPeresailgndtaotsnChGicHead
On Nov. 14, Roman Catholic prelates set in action a major restructuring of

ever had. Both the academic the Church's national espiscopal organization of electing their first president.
atmosphere and the students
This information appeared in episcopal conference is the Most in this country.
themselves impressed him very the
Nov. 15 issue of the New Rev. John F. Dearden, Archbishop In line with the Vatican Counmuch.
York Times. The Times article of Detroit.
cil's approval of the collegiality
tion of educational literature, the Staff Sergeant Jesse L. Horn went on to say:
Until his election the annual concept, the American hierarchy
presentation of speakers, position was transferred to BC from Cak"The new president of the gathering of the American will now assume a juridical
hierarchy had been traditionally authority that previously rested
presided over by Cardinal Spell- solely with the Vatican in Rome.
man of New York, the senior Some of these new responsiranking
American
Catholic bilities will involve liturgical
churchman, who served as chair- matters, warship with other
Christians and the promotion of
man of the meetings.
a common translation of the
organization
hierarchial
The
until now nameless will be of- Bible.
ficially known as the National The banning of meatless Fridays
Conference of Catholic Bishops. is already on the Bishops' agenda
As president, Archbishop Dear- here. Other docketed items inden will play an influential role clude a revision of conference
in shaping the episcopal confer- bylaws, selection of an official
ences as it gradually shoulders name, and establishment of a
new responsibilities affecting the theological and canonical comlives of same 46 million Catholics mission.

THE SECOND ANNUAL
SKI WEEKEND IN
THE CATSKILLS
JAN 25-27

*
*
*

*
?

*
*

Includes
3 Days, 2 Nights
Discount on Ski Lessons
Modern Accomodations
»
rv
d~
± i
Ski Rentals
Discount± on clDelicious Meals
New Night Club
jji
r\
i.
Dancing
to Jimmy
and the
Jfl des
New Dining Room
. ,
Ice Skating
x loboggoning
Expert Skiing at Four Nearby
Slopes
Beginners Slope on Premises
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*
*_
*

ALL FOR ONLY $22!!!
Includes tips and gratuities

imp--'

Villaggio
Haines Falls, New York

'
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"

Italia
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Please Contact:

PHIL DiBELARDINO
82 Slenville Aye.
Apt. 7
254-2461

PElaxRhnOeiPblfIigtcouss hotography
An exhibition of religious photography has been scheduled for
December 12-16 in the Eagle's
Nest of McElroy's Commons. Mr.
William Macdonald of Graphic
Associates and Mr. Peter Healey

of the School of the Museum of
Fine Arts are sponsoring the exhibits in conjunction with Rev.
John R. Gallagher, S. J., director
of religious activities.

The purpose of the exhibition is
the redemption of spiritual reality as shown by photographs of
a broad religious nature. Christianity is the message of the
divine Being, the divine life, the

divine love expressing itself in
human nature. Fr. Gallagher
said, "naturally art, being a
mode of human expression,
should be included in religion."
Participation in the exhibit is
open to all BC students. Photographs should be accompanied by
pertinent technical data such as
type of film, aperture, etc. and
should be mounted on an illustration board. The pictures may be
submitted before Dec. 6 to Fr.
Gallagher's office in Fulton Hall.
They will be approved by Mr.
William Macdonald on the basis
of artistic expression and tasteful treatment of spiritual themes.

Father Drury To Head
Student Life Committee
The committee members are,
The executive committee of the
Study on Student Life has begun in addition to Fr. Drury and
Egger, Susan O'Neill, Ed. '68;
its series of meetings.
Tom Porter, A & S '69; Dr. EdThe initial session was held on gar Huse, of the CBA faculty;
Tuesday, November 8. At that Dr. Raymond Martin, of the
time, Fr. George Drury, S. J., School of Education; Elizabeth
was elected chairman of the M. Grady, Nursing School faculty,
group, and Michael Egger, A&S Fr. Robert Ferrick, and Pat
'67, was elected secretary.
Murphy, CBA '68.
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ByProtestors
ASunrMgoceNdam,
ByDO
AN 'CONNOR
Staff Reporter

Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara was mobbed at Harvard College
by some 800 demonstrators and forced from his car as he attempted to leave Quincy
House on the afternoon of Nov. 8.
On Nov. 9, Dean John U. Munro
of Harvard officially apologized
to the Secretary of Defense for the
demonstration and indicated that
similar incidents in the future
would be punished.
"I hope you will accept our
deeply felt apology for the discourteous and unruly confrontation farced upon you yesterday
by members of the Harvard College community," Munro wrote in
a three-sentence letter to Mr. McNamara.
The Harvard Crimson reported
that the University Police car in
which the Secretary rode was
blocked by over 100 protestors
from the Students for a Democratic Society sitting in front of and
behind it as it tried to move
down Mill St. Finally, Mr. McNamara emerged from the car
into the jeering crowd and was

"murderer" and "fascist," the
secretary replied with vehemence,
"And I was tougher then and I'm
tougher now."

hoisted up on the hood of a convertible.
McNamara had been visiting
Quincy House to lunch and talk
off-the-record with two small
groups of undergraduates as part
of the Kennedy Institute's Honorary Associates program.

As the area around the car became choked with demonstrators,
McNamara found it impossible to
leave and consented to answer a
few questions, first cautioning the
crowd that someone might get
hurt in the mob disorder and that
he had an appointment to keep
five minutes later.
When, after two questions, the
crowd persisted in being unruly,
ten Harvard and Cambridge
policemen farmed a cordon around
the secretary and whisked him into McKinlock Hall.
Graham Allison, an official of
the Kennedy Institute, set up a
decoy by driving out a Quincy
House exit and attracting most of
the demonstrators away from
another exit which Secretary McNamara subsequently used to
make his "escape."

On the car's hood he agreed
to face queries from the crowd
"for five minutes" about American involvement in the Vietnam

war.

With his face visibly tightened
and grim, he yelled into an S.D.S.
member's microphone, "I spent
four of the happiest years at the
Berkeley campus doing some of
the same things you're doing here.
But there was one important difference: "I was tougher and
more courteous."
After some catcalls including

AVo&teSsCOYGnidrCash
NlSewking

The demonstration was also
discussed at a meeting of the
Administrative Board on Nov. 9.
Munro, the board's chairman, said
afterwards, "If this happens again,
action will be taken."
The board, he said, had not decided on any guidelines far action
in future incidents. He also emphasized that the new stand was
against only demonstrations calculated to block people's movement. "The University wants to
go very easy in the area of political protest," Munro said.

Due to the prompting of Martha- a fund-raising drive. This has
Ann Brazier, and James E. Mooney come about due to the most prevthe A&S Student Senate conducted alent objections to the admission
an informal poll last Tuesday to of women to A&S: the lack of
determine the attitudes of its stu- adequate dormitory facilities.
dents toward the admission of With the collection of money for
women to their college.
the dormitories, Miss Brazier
The poll consisted of two ques- feels the last obstacle wi'J have
tions: "Are you, as a student, in been overcome. In order to raise
favor 'of the admission of women these funds she has approached
into the college of Arts and Sci- such individuals as Jacqueline
ences?"; and "Are you, as a Kennedy and Rose Kennedy "bemember of the University, in fa- cause of their renowned support
vor of women being able to of women's causes."
achieve at Boston College an
equal Bachelor of Arts degree
with a complete field of majors
open to all?"

A total of 620 students, which is
slightly more than one quarter of
the A&S enrollment, voted in the
poll. Of these, 53% indicated unqualified approval on both questions. They felt that enrollment of
women in A&S and the granting
of a BA degree could start immediately.

Only 15% expressed unqualified
opposition to both questions. The
other voters felt that women
might be admitted sometime in
the future.

With a view toward more intelligent and active participation
in the liturgy, a 5 o'clock mass
is now being offered in the St.

Particpon MMasses
SIatrrenys's.d
bound commuters, incoming evening school students, and anyone
else who is interested in exploring
further dimensions of the liturgy
at this time.
Frs. E. O'Flaherty and Wm.
Callahan generally direct this
mass, but other members of the
Boston College community are
taking an increasingly active part.
The comments and suggestions of
all who take part are sought for

Mary's chapel each weekday.
Each mass is preceded by a
brief explanation of either the
mass of the day or some facet of
the liturgy, as well as by learning
of new music for the day.
Active participation is developing through singing, the prayer of
and welcomed.
the faithful, concelebration, etc.,
a participation which will be
steadily expanded. The singing is
also developing and will range
over a broad spectrum from the
highly traditional to various folk

No checks were made to assure
that the students voting were in
A&S and no record was kept on
who voted. As a result, its degree
of accuracy can be questioned.
In order to obtain a truly honest
indication of student sentiment,
Miss Brazier intends to ask the masses.
Campus Council to adminster a
This mass was scheduled at 5
legitimate university-wide poll.
p.m. for the possible convenience
Miss Brazier also revealed that of faculty, graduate students,
her campaign has now changed to women residents, homeward
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SAT., DEC. 3rd or Bjft.

BACK BAY THEATRE
209 Mass. Aye., Boston
Tickets: $4.00, $3.00, $2.00

|

I

tion as cited by Ken Phalen,
president of Commuter's Council, is an acute shortage of
lounge space on the Middle
Campus. This room would be
open to the student body and
would be supervised by the

this problem again with
supervision. The small number of
Seniors who now use the lounge

prevent

would be able to use the facilities
of the five libraries on campus.
Other projects by the Council at
the present include two Kennedy
Council.
movies to be shown Nov. 21 at
The room was originally a 4 p.m. in Fulton 412. Also a Ski
lounge but was changed due to Trip is planned for January 27,
problems with student behavior. 28, 29 to New Hampshire.

CAMPUS CUE
590 Commonwealth Aye.
Boston, Mass.
Ist stop before Kenmore Sq.

POCKET
BILLIARDS

'Great for a Date'

HAVE FUN WORKING IN EUROPE.

WORK IN

EUROPE
Luxembourg -AH types of

summer jobs, with -wages to
$400, are available in Europe.
Each applicantreceives a travel grant of $250. For a 36-page illustrated booklet containing alljobs and application

forms send $2 (handling and
airmail) to Dept. N, American
Student Information Service,
22 Avenue dc la Liberie,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

College Master
Guaranteed
by a top company.
No war clause.
Exclusive benefits at
special rates.
Full aviation coverage.
Premium deposits deferred
until you are out of school.

The

EXCLUSIVE PLAN
that is designed only
for and offered only
to College Men
MAL GULDEN
SKIP WINTERSON

Quebec Winter Carnival
%J

lounge in

The Commuter's Council has announced that it is
putting out a petition to be presented to Fr. Lawrence
A. Dorr, assistant to the President of the college. The
petition is to change the Senior Reading Room in Lyons
into a lounge.
The main reason for the petiThe Commuter's Council hopes to

5000 guys and gals, grads and
undergrads are pulling out Thursday evening Jan 26th for the wildest
all night blast on rails. It's what's
happening baby!?three days of
fun, Jan 26-29 at the
\

All expenses

a

CoWmLLFPueytoirslnHsna ounge

Way to Gat

I
M. A. GREENHILL PRESENTS

Elaine Nelson, Ed. '68, signing Ken Phalen's petition for
Lyons Hall.

See your campus

Call Ed Frazer

734-9438

rep today

I

j
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KiwansDynamicDsePbGrotguCpA lub
The Argumentation and Group Dynamics Program got underway last week
with speaking program organizations in Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
On Nov. 10, teams under Chair- Name Society of St. Francis of Policy," were Bob Gunnip A&S
man Michael Egger argued Amer- Assissi Church in Medford, Mass. ',67 and Joe Ryan A&S '68.
During the weeks ahead proican military withdrawal from Other speakers in the symposium, grams are
scheduled for other
Vietnam before the Wellesley Ki- "The Catholic College Student and community groups in Rhode Iswanis Club at their luncheon at The Conflict on the Vietnamese land and Massachusetts.
the Wellesley Inn. Egger, A&S,
'67, was supported by Richard
White, CBA '68, in favor of recognition while the negative was upheld by Don Deslaurier, CBA '68
and John Conley, CBA '68.
On Nov. 13, the group presented
three programs including two deMass will be celebrated Tues- you have had the opportunity to
bates and one symposium. Ap- day, Nov. 22, at noon in B a ps t realize that self - government inpearing before the Canterbury
in a tribute to John volves responsibilities as well as
Club in Boston's Trinity Church Auditorium
Fitzgerald Kennedy. Rev. William rights, duties as well as privion Sunday evening were Charles
chairman of leges.
McLaughlin A&S '69 and Ronald J. Leonard, S. J.,
the theology department, will be
"Besides, you have been trainGoldfus A&S '68 calling for Amered by skilled teachers to think inican recognition of Communist celebrant.
John F. Kennedy was a long dependently and to make your
China. They were opposed by
John Flynn A&S '67 and Norman time friend of BC. In 1956, Sen- judgments based on a strict morResha CBA '67. This evening pro- ator Kennedy received an honor- al code; your contribution here
gram was scheduled at the same ary Doctor of Laws degree. can be most important."
hour that a second debate on the Later as President, he officiated "With the issues of war and
same question was taking place at an academic convocation cele- peace, with the fate of Western
at St. Paul's Church in Wellesley. brating the university's 100th an- civilization hanging in the balSpeakers in the latter program in- niversary.
ance
the somber question included on the affirmative, Richard During his 1956 visit, John F. deed of the survival of our faith
Armstrong A&S '68 and Art Kear- Kennedy, in a talk entitled "The and country at stake, each man
ney A&S '67, and on the negative, City of God and the City of among you can afford, in some
Tom O'Reilly A&S '67 and Jim Man," voiced his thoughts on the degree, at least, to answer the
Gilcreast A&S '67.
duties of a Catholic university call to service
for the philosNovember 13 also marked the graduate in political life: "I ophy that you have been taught
to stress the need here at Boston College is needed
first symposium presentation would like
when Martin Paul, A&S '68 for greater participation by men in the solution of the problem we
chaired a program for the Holy like you. With your training here face."
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INCOME
ITEM
Revenue from Student Government Fee
Student Directories
Student Government Pins
Social Activities
Mixers
J3.874.19
Homecoming Concert
2,179.72
Couples Dance
198.00
Variety Show
343.00
Interest on bank balance
EXPENSES
Contributions to student activities
Gold Key
$75.00
Marquette Student Leaders
Conference
42.29
Judicial Commission
16.00
Activities Display
18.59
R.O.T.C. Operation XMAS Star 100.00
1,500.00
Lay Apostolate
Committee on Day Student
Affairs
202.09
1,850.00
Chorale
John Austin Plaque
5.00
Campus Conference
200.10
Student Government Reception
24.64
Sodality
200.00
Student Government Fee
to Arts and Science Senate 3,432.00
to CBA Senate
1,854.00
1,435.50
to Education Senate
to Nursing Senate
658.50
3,500.00
to Senior Interclass Council
2,500.00
to Junior Interclass Council
to Soph. Interclass Council 1,000.00
to Fr. Interclass Council
1,000.00
Student Directories
Student Government Pins
Campus Council Reception
Round Hill Seminar
Social Activities
Mixers

Homecoming Concert
Couples Dance

WERM Week
Holy Cross Parade Float
Postage
Travel Expenses
Scholarships
Junior Year Abroad
CBA
Miscellaneous
Margo's board
Stationary

Duplicator

Flowers

TOTAL

GRAND
TOTAL

$22,264.47

947.59
85.00

6,594.91

56.08

$29,948.05

19,613.71
1,370.00
107.38
129.75

540.00

1,238.20
3,120.50

293.92
25.00
30.00
1,012.50

25.00
114.00
62.25
151.72
10.00

4,707.62

20.00
47.60
1,037.50

50.00

Secretary

Handbooks
Mimeo Paper

9.00
7.45
9.68
7.10
income
total
total expenses

Election Ballots
Bank Charges

421.20

27,994.76
$29,948.05
$27,994.76
$1,953.29*

?Hold?Buffer

Fund

$842.00

WOULD YOU BELIEVE A REAL VICTORY DANCE
WITH A REAL ORCHESTRA IN A REAL HOTEL?

Come To The

HOLY CROSS VICTORY DANCE
SPONSORED BY THE SUB TURRI
AT THE

SHERATON PLAZA HOTEL
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1966
Tickets on sale in the Eagle's Nest
Friday, November 18 through Wednesday, November 23
$5.00 per couple

I

(IT'S

THE LAST DECENT

Photographers needed for Sub Turri Staff

Dancing 8-12 P.M.
HOTEL LEFT!)
Apply McElroy #101
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BostnCollege
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After ark

H
The eights

'Nox eterna'
A
At dusk most BC undergraduates are
finishing their formal classwork. But for
1,000 students attending Boston College
Evening College, their classwork is just
beginning. After a day's work, these students attend classes for two and one half
hours as often as four times a week for
six years, in order to earn a bachelor's
degree. Upon completion of their degree
requirements, they are awarded a Boston College diploma, a diploma identical
to that undergraduate students in A&S
and CBA receive.
Though the educational aims of the
Evening College and the day schools are
theoretically coterminous, the academic
content resulting from these aims is significantly different.
This difference is clearest in the
Bachelor of Arts program.
To receive an AB, an Evening School
student must accrue 120 credits. Over
70 per cent of these credits are in the required core curriculum.
By comparison, an AB degree in A&S
demands 114 semester hours, only 36
hours (or 30 per cent) are in the core.
While an evening student must take
eight semesters of philosophy, the day
student takes only four. The evening student must take six semesters of History,
the day student takes two. The evening
student must take four semesters of English, the day student takes two.
However this difference did not always exist. Until 1963, when the College
of Arts and Sciences completed a SelfStudy, its curriculum was just as restricted and overbalanced as is the Evening
School's. But through the Self-Study, the
educational policies of A&S were updated through administration and faculty committees.
While the A&S Self-Study principally
affected A&S, its recommendations for
restructuring the core and for Educational Policy Committees were integrated
into the other undergraduate schools.
Unfortunately, not even these mini-

LDRON, R.
WIL MWAJ
mal suggestions have been incorporated
Editor-in-Chief
in the Evening College. The curriculum
All the petitions, polls and publicity aimed at permitting coeds
remains static, no Educational Policy to receive
an AB degree at BC are based on a misconcepltlon.
Committee exists.
Women can get a Bachelor of Arts degree at BC, a liberal arts
Why is this the situation?
degree molded by the Jesuit "Ratio Studiorum" and designed to
The De"an of the Evening College, develop all that is human in man (or woman).
Rev. Charles M. Crowley, maintains that
Where can the captive of Campion attain this coveted AB degree
if there is dissatisfaction with the curric- commonly thought restricted to men?
ulum, students should take the initiative
The answer ds Boston College Evening College. There the coeds
and use the proper channels, i.e. the Stu- (as well as males desirous of coeducation) are free to pursue a
dent Council, to voice' their complaints. liberal arts curriculum encompassing the same educational philosAny reforms will come from the grass ophy and aims of the College of Arts and Sciences and granting
roots. The Student Council admits that the same AB degree.
complaints have been registered but
However, before the females from Campion assault the Evemembers have not confronted Fr. Crow- ning College, they should be aware of the pitfalls along the path
ley with them because they feel that a to the AB degree.
change in the curriculum "is inevitable."
The primary pitfall in the Evening College is its curriculum.
With the initiative for change Resembling a course of studies for the College of Arts and Sciences
sloughed from the Dean to the students of 15 years ago, the curriculum requires 120 credits for a degree,
and from the students to Karl Marx, 85 of which are in the core curriculum. Of these 85 credits (the
could the faculty members of the Eve- Evening College operates on a 2% credit per course system), 20 are
ning College help?
in Philosophy (Minor Logic, Major Logic, General Metaphysics, Special Metaphysics, Philosophical Psychology 1, Philosophical Psycholit
is
present
situation,
Given their
doubtful. Faculty members do not join ogy 11, General Ethics and Special Ethics), 15 in History, 10 in
in forming or even discussing education- English, 10 in Modern Languages, 10 in Classics or Social Science,
al policy, the faculty composed Academ- 10 in Theology, 5 in Physical Science and 5 in Mathematics.
The inadequacy and inequity of the Evening College curriculum
ic Council hasn't met for at least three
years. Furthermore, most faculty mem- can be seen more easily if it is compared with the AB degree
bers have no sense of community or iden- program of A&S.
A student of the College of Arts and Sciences must accrue 114
ity with the Evening College. Their principal allegiance is to the college in which credits for his undergraduate degree, only 36 of these are part of
the core course load. All other courses are electives in his major or
they teach during the day.
in a related field.
With the faculty eliminated as a catalyst for reform, any hope of change a This radical difference between the two schools is a result of
Self-Study of the College of Arts and Sciences in 1963. Unfortunefrom within the Evening College must ately,
one of the academic or administrative changes resulting from
simultaneously bd eliminated.
the
Self-Study seemed to have reached the Evening College.
A&S
Just as the initiative for change in the
Self-Study established an Educational Policy CommitThe
A&S
College of Arts and Sciences came from
tee
whose
function
is to continually oversee and update the educaoutside the College itself, so it must in
tional
policies of the College. Following A&S,
and
administrative
Evening
the
College. It is the responsibility of the Academic Vice-President to all other undergraduate schools in the university, except the Evebegin a re-examination and restructuring ning College have established similar Educational Policy Comof the Evening College's .goals, curricu- mittees. only faculty
The
committee within the Evening College is the
lum and administrative setup.
Council,
Academic
a
committee of eight members and chaired by
Evening
A Self-Study of the
College
similar to that which proved so success- Rev. Charles Crowley, S.J., the Dean.
However,
only sporadically at best and
ful in the College of Arts and Sciences has failed to this committee meets
discuss matters of any significance.
is long overdue, the Evening College has
One member of the committee, Prof. John Donovan of the
been in thedark too long.
By

FrOoMmncTteh op
Last Monday night the Campus Council admitted what has been evident for
too long: that the Campus Council, as
now structured, is both undemocratic
and ineffective.
At that time it considered a suggestion that it make a self-study to determine the feasibility of restructuring the
Council. The consensus among the Councilors seems to be that a restructuring
is needed, and the reasons are all too
obvious: two councilors have quit so far
this year, the Council is overburdened
with work, and things just aren't being
done.
The present system of electing twothirds of the Councilors from the school
senates, instead of from the entire school,
does not provide democratic, or even adequate representation. In addition to being undemocratic, the present system is
ineffective; too many important matters,
such as the Social Commission and the
Student Charter have been left unacted
upon for too long.

Friday, November 18, 1966

It is up to the present Council to see
that the proposed self-study occurs and
that a fair evaluation takes place. It is
up to them to solicit opinions and recommendations from the student body. And
it is the responsibility of the students to
make their wishes known to insure that
this restructuring, if it takes place, will
leave a strong, effective governing body
in the void now present. The recently
formed Advisory Committee for Student
Affairs (alias "Super-Committee") is in
a unique position to direct a detailed
study of the Council.
The first step towards the solution of
the Campus Council dilemma has been
taken. A chance for the Council to turn
its self-pity into action, and for the students to turn their aimless criticism into
concrete suggestions, has come. If there
is intelligent concern now then the problem will be resolved, if not, it will become
another farcical sideshow centering on
student government.

Sociology Dept. said that as far as he knew the committee hadn't
met for four or five years and that he couldn't recall "anything substantial that has come out of the council."
Another committee member, Prof. Joseph CauteJa of the Psychology Dept. said that he had been a member of the Committee
since its inception but couldn't remember the last time it met.
In fact, he wasn't even sure that he was still on it even though
his name appears in the 1966 catalogue as a member.
While other undergraduate schools have seen fit to begin academic reforms from within the administrative structures, Dean
Crowley apparently feels that if there is to be change in the Evening School, it will come as the result of student dissatisfactions
voiced" to him through the Student Council. This method, with its
tinge of the "New Left's" participatory democracy has not worked
in the past and there is no indication that it will succeed in the

future.
Student Council members acknowledge that Fr. Crowley goes
out of his way to be accessible to students and has been helpful in
clearing up problems related to specific courses and professors but
at the same time they admit that there are certain student complaints (specifically the Philosophy requirements) that they wouldn't
feel that changes are inevitable, though they are uncertain as to
feel that changes arei inevitable, though they are uncertain as to
when these changes might begin.
The second pitfall is that many of the established faculty members who teach in the evening school teach the core courses and
the elective offerings are oftentimes staffed by professors who
wouldn't be teaching the same course in the day school. Furthermore, when the courses are listed in the catalogue, the name of
the professor teaching the course is not specified (as is the custom
in the other undergraduate catalogues).
Both these factors deter the intellectual development of the
students and fail to take into consideration any students plans to
attend graduate school.
The economic element enters into the problems of faculty and
Editor-in-Chief
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Jr.
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ByGeryShea

"The twelve member of the schools.

Campus Council do not claim to
govern the entire student body,
but they do represent the students
in all respects." The statement
belongs to Patrick Murphy, Chairman of the Campus Council. It is

a rather vague definition of the
governing body which sits on top
of an equally vague student government structure.
But the Campus Council, how-

ever vague or weak it may be
considered, is in the position of
unifying and co-ordinating the student government structure at BC.
As such an understanding of just
where this unifying body stands
in relation to the individual school
senates, the responsibilities which
it has, power which it exercises,
and the way in which it functions
is essential in an attemptl to evaluate its usefullness.
The Campus Council was set up
in 1959 to fill the need of a university wide governing body to
deal with student affairs which extend beyond the scope of any individual schools. Designed as both
a legislative and administrative
body, the Council originally had
only eight members.
In relation to the.senates of the
the individual schools, the Council acts independently concerning
university wide matters. However,
in action which will effect only
one senate it must gain the approval of that senate. Two Councillors are elected to the Council
by each senate. These representatives vote, as councilors, independently of the senate's wishes.)
The only structural change that
has been made in the Council set
up came in 1965 with the addition
of four Councillors who were were
elected, one from each school, by
the entire student body of these
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Time For a Change

P
Weak osition
Managing Editor

HEIGHTS

In the seven years since its inception, the Campus Council has grown in
size, in area of control, and in volume of work; the only aspect that hasn't
changed is its basic structure.

The responsibility of the Council, according to Mr. Murphy, lies But this too may change soon,
in all student matters outside of if some of the councillors have
the classroom. In dealing with their way. Some of them claim
these responsibilities the Council
that the Council structure outfunctions through once a week
moded and that only through a
meetings.
Council
fundamental re-structuring will
But the real work of the
members extends far beyond the problems now facing the
these weekly meetings. The re- Council be resolved.
search and study of matters under consideration is done through The functional difficulty which
committees, set up by the Council the Council has run into is tracewith one of the Councillors as its able to the amount of work underhead, and composed of students taken by the Council. "Pat Murfrom both the Council and the
phy, Chairman of the Council, put
student body.

Campus Council
Structure
History
Problems

it this way, "Student Government, study showed that most councilas I have seen it, has developed ors concurred with Mr. Ryan on
in to a full time job; it is difficult the need for a close of the present
for students to fulfill this full time set up. Councillor David Gay comjob on a part time student basis." mented, "I do think the study is
The Council functions through necessary because presently there
committees which investigate and is too much work for too few peostudy a proposal, then present ple. A majority of students think
their findings during one of the that the Council is just a status
position and this is a misconcepCouncil's weekly meetings.
tion. The Council either has to be
more
All the Councilors are on
expanded
or have more of a subcommittee,
than one
and most are
working with it"
body
sidiary
on three or four. In some cases it
In
on his proposal,
elaborating
is not unusual for a Councillor to
Ryan
Mr.
further
touched on the
spend 15 or 20 hours per week
problems behind the present Counstudying a subject under considcil malaise. "The scope of the
eration,
i
Council, in terms of work and
This work in addition to studies, volume has grown but there has
has proven to be on excessive been no compensation for this
growth in the Council's structure.
work load for the councilors.
The work load must be spread out
The first step towards solving onto
non-Council campus organizathe dilemna of an overburdened tions."
and underproductive Council was
taken at Monday night's Meeting Councilor Judy Carey clarified
Council was
when Joe Ryan suggested that a the claim that the
over-burdened by noting that "the
self-study be undertaken in an atcoming in is in the
tempt to determine how the Coun- work that is
proper office" and that a reduccil can rectify structural weakamount of work which
nesses. Mr. Ryan stated that, tion of the
the
Council
does was not possible.
resignations
"three
in less than
pointed
She
out that what the
one year indicate that perhaps it
not less work, but
council
needs
is
was not the individuals involved
structure that would facilitate
a
who had difficulty but the system
handling of this work. As a soin which they had to function." the
lution she sugegsted that "we
Afterwards Mr. Murphy, ex- should be formed into a strictly
pressing his approval of the idea, executive board."
stated that the study will attempt
Similar to Miss Carey's suggesto determine the flaws of student
tion was one offered by Mr.
government and in this attempt Murphy. He proposed that the leg"student opinion will be tapped islative role of the council be takthrough open meetings and for- en over by
the student Congress
ums."
and that the Council become a
Reaction to the idea of a self- purely administrative body.

One Win and Six Losses
MICHAEL

RAHILI,

News Editor

Nothing happened before the summer, graduate colleges) as a permanent commitThe record of the Campus Council over and why can Round Hill be looked upon
years
the past three
has been one of as a potential success?
and last fall an attempt was made to tee of the Council.
several spectacular failures, and one less ?Retreats: Two years ago, when the resurrect what had been begun.
The purpose of the Congress is to atpotentially more im- entire student body was required to make
The same approach was followed in the tempt to get widespread student participaportant success.
a retreat every year, a campaign was be- fall, but the Council was never able to tion in major campus decisions.
So far this year no plans have been
The failures can be traced both to lack gun in the fall by The Heights to elimi- excite student interest in the court?theory
The
or
structure.
by the Council to schedule a congress
nate
all
retreats.
made
mandatory
four
body
of communication with the student
and a general inefficiency in operation. Council picked up the drive, but drafted
On Dec. 3 last year John Hodgmahi an- for this year.
The success?if it is to be one?will be at- a request which would only reduce the nounced that the attempt was being
Enough of the failures. What did they
number of required retreats from four in dropped.
tributable both to vision and to luck.
do right?
Aside from the actual tasks of running four years to two in four years.
?Round Hill. Last spring 60 people?2o
?Student Charter. At the time when the
The proposal was deliberately watered court's demise was announced, Hodgman students, 20 administrators and 20 faculty
the machinery of student governmentgranting constitutions, calendaring social down by the Council with the attitude that said that the Council should study the pos- members?met at the Round Hill retreat
events, mediating occasional intra-mural if they asked for half a loaf they'd get sibility of codifying the regulations for the house in South Dartmouth to discuss the
organizational disputes, and giving away half a loaf, but if they asked for the whole four schools into a unified student code, problems of communication among the
money to worthy causes?the Council has loaf they wouldn't get a crumb.
possibly along the lines of the A&S "Code "three estates" on campus.
The Council's request was approved, of Ethics" which was then in its second
gotten itself involved in a series of maReaction of the majority of the particijor projects most of which were either but then the administration turned around year of study.
was the usual combination of skeppants
a
few
months
and?for
reasons
later
that Nothing at all was done last year toward
abandoned, ignored or relegated to buticism
and interest.
were never really made known?dropped
reaucratic limbo of committee study.
setting up this student charter. This year,
discussions, they felt, had been
The
compulsory
giving
retreats,
the Coun- however,
Yet, despite the lack of direction which all
the Student Charter from A&S worthwhile. The report could contain some
cil
and
the
rest
of
the
students
the
other
has characterized so much of the Counwas borrowed for study by a committee genuinely
valuable suggestions.
cil's work in recent years, it did jointly half loaf.
under Bill McCahill by the council to see
But,
they
said, worthwhile discussions
sponsor the much heralded "Round Hill ?Judicial Commission. In the spring of if it would work on a university wide basis.
were nothing new.
suggestions
John
and
valuable
Hodgman,
1965,
then
Chairman
of
may
Retreat"?an event which
turn out
As everyone knows, McCahill resigned
to have been the catalyst in a major re- the Council, announced that investigations from the Council, and John Agresto is now Results would be something new.
organization of student life on this cam- were being begun into the possibility of heading the committee.
The most obvious result (in true BC
a student judiciary system for Boston
pus.
fashion)
has been another committee, this
?Social Commission. Last spring when
How much of a pattern is there in the College.
Howe McCarthy was running for the Chair- time totally out of the hands of the CamCouncil's record? Why the failures? Or,
Within a week there was an entire manship of the Council, he attempted to pus Council.
court structure drawn up by a special get a social commission set up within about
The Executive Committee to Study Stuperhaps, why the possible success?
committee to study the court, and a week and a half. Half the organizations dent Life has been established under the
Council
Basically, the failures can be traced
about the court began to focus on campus started screaming that it rep- Office of Student Personnel Services.
to two factors: chronic lack of communi- the debate
on structure and not theory.
It has been set up to study any/all
resented a power grab by McCarthy. The
cation between the 6,900 undergraduates
At no time did the Council undertake Commission never made it through the phases of student life outside the classand the dozen people on the Council ita poll or a forum to determine whether spring, but it was announced then that this room, including student government.
self; and the general and equally chronic
or not the students favored the idea of. year there would be open hearings on a
It too will submit a report of suggesinefficiency of the Council operation.
peers judging peers.
proposed commission for next year. So far tions, this time to Very Rev. Michael P.
Depending upon one's opinion of the
Instead the study centered on im- no hearings have materialized.
Walsh, S.J.
Council, the potential success can be at- mediate structure in an attempt to get
?Student Congress. Last year, the
The committee has an excellent chance
tributed either to vision or to luck.
students interested in the entire idea be- Council established a Student Congress (a for success if it can find enough students
But what actually were the failures, hind a court.
forum of all senators from the four under- sanguine enough to serve on it.
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TD
raAditonf issent
sity is to participate in a large,
We, a group of gravely con- intellectual comunity, students
are not to
cerned members of the Boston from other universities
be excluded from participation in
College faculty, denounce the
an offering of opinion with our
actions of the student body who own.
employed physical restraint and
Sincerely yours,
John L. Heineman
force against the demonstrators
H. Michael Mann
present on the day of Vice PresP. Albert Duhamel
ident Humphrey's visit to our
Andrew Yon Hendy
university.
Lois Hartley
The non violent demonstraPaul C. Doherty
tion of dissent is a tradition that
John P. McCarthy
mankind can ill afford to lose.
F. X. Shea, S. J.
History has shown that students
John J. Sullivan
have been among the most zealCharles L. Regan
ous and often the most selfless
John H. Randall, m
preservers of that tradition. When
Carol E. Hurd
violence, in whatever cause, is
Robert E. Reiter
employed to suppress the nonJohn L. Mahoney
violent demonstration of dissent,
John W. Loofbourow
the cause, however just, is taintBrian J. Cudahy
ed. When dissent dies, democracy
Harold Petersen
dies. The university, where opinDavid Neiman
ion is educated and informed,
Francis L. Gammon, Jr.
should be the most accessible
Allen M. Wakstein
stage of dissent. If that univerRobert J. Cheney, S. J.
To the Editor:

LetrsDivdCA ore
To the Editor:
In the last issue of The Heights, it was pointed
out that behind the "Modern Man Problem" is
the question of general versus specialized education. Yet, in a sense, whether or not Modern
Man survives current criticism, the decision has
always been in favor of general education. The
existence of the "core curriculum" undeniably
affirms the administration's desire to sponsor
general education. Although it has been revised,
the core is still required, and therefore, so is
general education.
But the object of this letter is not to question
the) validity of general education as such. I doubt
that anyone could seriously contend that any person considered "educated" could be ignorant of
all but one field. Indeed, knowledge of many academic pursuits enhances one's understanding of
his particular field of study.
Although the core is often referred to as if it
were a single, unified program, it is in fact a
group of divided courses, at times seeming to
have as little as possible to do with each
other. This peculiarity arises from the fact that
a core course is often taught with the notion that
every student intends to specialize in that field.
This is natural, since a departmental professor
is a specialist in this field. However, as a result,
much of the course appears useless and irrelevant to a student who has no intention of majoring in that field. Even in the cases where a core
course does transcend this seemingly inherent
difficulty, it often remains unrelated to other core
courses.
Modern Man began as an experiment whereby

the already required general education was to be
made more relevant. It was, by its experimental
nature, destined to error (that will probably be
quoted out of context). But, as any student or
professor must know, one learns through his mistakes. The whole of science progresses when it
learns through error. Thus it was the intention
of Modern Man to experimentally determine the
best way to approach general education.
Despite the original intent, Modern Man has
received little constructive criticism?a necessity
for Modern Man's continuance as an experiment.
Because such groups as the HAC have chosen to
tear down the program rather than offer constructive suggestions, Modern Man is no longer
an experiment, but a course rivaling departmental courses.
I would Strongly urge that an academic study
of Modern Man be instituted. This study should
not be content with exposing the deficiencies of
the "program, but also include ways to improve
them. Student reaction to both the present core
and to Modern Man should be considered. Through
such continuing constructive criticism, Modern
Man would once again assume an experimental
nature, and be accomplishing its purpose.
To abolish Modern Man leaves only the present core approach to general education. As this
has, in many ways, proved unsatisfactory, a
change must be made. It appears that the logical
way to change is through experiment by theorizing, testing, and revising until a better solution
is found.
Patrick H. Byrne
A&S '69

-

-

K CofActivities
To the Editor:
During my last two years at BC, I have noticed that the student
body, in general, is unaware of the purposes and ideals of the
K. of C. on campus. It's a little known fact that the K. of C. is an
organization founded on the principle of Catholic fraternity.
A few of the more important projects of the Council are the
following: A pledge to the BC building fund of $1500 over a five

year period, a series of campus-wide lectures, a famine-relief drive
for a village in India, and, this year, the sponsorship of a drive
to build a chapel in Argentina.
Above and beyond these particular endeavors, the Council has
an active Six-Point Program featuring works in the fields of "Catholic Action" and "Youth Activity." These include the teaching of
C.C.D. at the parish of St. Bernard's in West Newton and counciling
Campus Council office in McElroy at the Boys Club of Newton. There are also fraternity-oriented social
117, since we welcome ideas, activities which include tailgate parties and smokers. In addition to
opinions, criticisms and the man these, our Council has co-sponsored the university Blood Drive.
power of interested students.
I hope that this brief information has been able to clear up some
of the misconceptions which prevail among the students of BC conKathleen King,
cerning the K. of C. on campus.
Campus Council
Corresponding Secretary
J.A.B. and J.8., K. of C.

CampusCouncA
il id

To the Editor:
Especially to Ken Church and
Dick Horstmeyer, thank you for
your recent interest in the transactions of the Campus Council.
In view of this interest, it is only
fair that you become acquainted

tion and ultimately appealed to
the Campus Council. The Campus
Council operates in the interest
of the BC students and is interested in the image of the BC students beyond the bounds of the

Heights campus.
As no criteria had ever been
established corresponding to such
matters, the issue was finally decided on existing precedents, or
rather, on the lack of them.
Because of the aproval by the
administration of the scholarship
recipient, this matter was beyond
the power of student government.
dollars) scholarship applicable to It was suggested that Mr. McGinn
any school expense.
appeal to the appropriate corresPrevious years, the dance had ponding organization concerning
always been a success "and there the scholarship, that of the adwere no indications to show an ministration.
alternate result for the 1965 As a result of the discussion,
dance. Proper preparation of the a motion was passed to establish
dance combined with adequate financial norm for all student
financial backing by the club
activities, effective on that specicould not explain the surprising fic date, subsequent to written
result of an incurred debt. For notice sent to the 95 student clubs
one year, various attempts were and activities on campus. The
made by the practically defunct officers of all student clubs and
club to dissolve this debt, during activities will be solely responwhich time revenue was raised sible for all financial debts into absorb one-half of said debt. curred during their terms in ofBob McGinn, an officer of the fice, barring extreme extenuatclub, presented his case through ing circumstances.
proper channels of communicaWe invite you to stop at the

with the facts.
The Rhode Island Club held its
annual Scholarship Dance at the
Colony Motor Hotel in the summer of 1965, at which time a deserving member of the club,
chosen with the approval of the
BC administration, was awarded
a $250 (two hundred and fifty

?

?

Lost Tradition
normal, comforting pattern, the
To the Editor:
to
say
something
good
I would like
ol' timepiece suddenly stopinconsistent
ped
about the somewhat
and rang seventeen times.
You cannot imagine my conworkings of the clock in Gasson
sternation. What can a disillustower.
early
morning
hours,
In the
ioned young lad have faith in any
ago,
several days
as I was sit- more. Boy, pretty soon they'll just
ting, reading in my dormitory be singing that the towers of the
cubicle, I chanced to listen to Heights just don't work so well
the tower clock attempting val- and that would be a very bad
iantly to strike the quarter hour. thing.

However, instead of striking in its

Davey Edson, A & S '69

RaFisanlsgeIssues
ally. This is an inane and, I am sure, throughly
To the Editor:
superfluous proposal.
In the uncertain universe of shattered intellecBut it becomes obvious after some reflection
College
stuverities,
is,
tual
there
for the Boston
dent, one bright star of surety The Heights. Every that the proposal was not the point of this verbal
week it will be there, and every week there will exercise. There may or may not be an issue involved, but it really doesn't matter. Higgins Hall
be a Problem. Every week The Heights will sound
the trumpets of student liberalism and couragis simply another excuse to attack, to call for
eously attack the archaic policies of the Jesuit
the new, to affirm the liberal and condemn the
Inquisitors who rule our university from the
traditional at Boston College.
catacombs of Gasson. Every week the astute
I believe a student newspaper should be the
reader will be exposed to Burning Issues, Gutsy forum of student opinion. If there are issues, no
Dissent, and Forward Looking Proposals.
matter what they are they should be raised here.
I have just finished reading the October 28
If there is to be dissent?and there must be in a
issue of The Heights. Obviously, this was the Higviable university?it should be voiced here. And
gins Hall issue. There were, of course, other
most certainly, if there are proposals for the
things to divert attention to be found in news,
betterment of Boston College, they should be outsports and feature articles, but no one could miss lined here.
the real point of this issue. From the oh-so-witty
Dissent, yes, criticism, yes, because Boston
lead-in of the masthead, to the editorial, to the
College is far from perfect and there is much
whole of page eight, the feature crisis for the that both the students and the administration
week was evident. Higgins Hall is ugly, and
can do to modify and to build. But there must
guess whose fault it is. By the third sentence of
be honesty, there must be vision, too. Boston
the editorial we are right down to business. We College is growing up. For ten years the change
are told that the administration is "inept" and in the nature of this institution has been accel"architecturally unsophisticated." It is also "harerated. There are new faces, new ideas, new prorow," lacking in "architectural knowledgeability,"
grams, and new problems. Boston College is no
"lack-luster," "haphazard" and unsophisticated longer the traditional Catholic college. The
and inept twice more each. The Heights, on the change, I think, is an exciting one. The Heights,
other hand, desires a "creative" (a word which however, is failing to record
it. Most assuredly
appears four times), "sensitive," "knowledgeit is failing to constructively participate in it.
able," and "sophisticated" (three times) solution Because dissent has become an end in itself, The
to the whole dubious problem. On page eight
Heights has become blind and mute when it is
Robert Warner, a student writing at the request vital that it should see and propose.
of The Heights' Editorial Board, presents the
I charge The Heights with ignoring?deliberateproblem as reflecting ".
the dismal lack of
ly or otherwise?the challenge and the change
." at Boston College, and further,
originality
"... institutionalized, patterned thinking ..." and the total reality of Boston College as a uniHis and The Heights' solution, when it is finally versity. It is time for The Heights to grow out
proposed, is hardly revolutionary. What it boils of the journalistic self-gratification so evident in
down to is that the Trustees of Boston College the last two issues, and undertake the responsishould seek expert advice before choosing an bility of honest journalism.
architect since they are incompetent arehitecturR. W. Small, A&S '69
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Black ower:
P

"Love Is A Bond Too Strong To Break"

byB
Paul ail

"Hell no!" The words are Stokely CarTnichael's. They were shouted in response
to the draftboard's call.

"Our fight is here, not in Viet Nam. Viet Nam is a white man's war and we
must expose it as such by refusing to act as his mercenaries. The Vietcong are Asian
people fighting for the same thing we're fighting for. The white man wants to loot them just
like he's looted us. You go over there and fight

himself as actually being inferior. Now SNCC is trying- to build a new sense of
identity, a positive self-conception, for the modern Negro. Carmichael speaks of
"psychological equality." Recently he wrote, "It takes time to reject the most
important lie: that black people inherently can't do the same things white people
can do, unless white people help them." This is one of the keys to understanding
Black Power.
In the past the aggressive impulses of the
Negro community have been directedinward in
a self-destructive manner: Negroes have vented
their aggression on fellow Negroes through rape,
theft, murder. Carmichael feels it is time that
these violent impulses be harnessed and directed
outward, in a positive manner, towards the
source of the Negro's frustration: the white
power structure which imposes limits on him,
which exploits him, which perpetuates his de-

for them in the front lines, and then you come
back here and see whether you can move into
a white neighborhood."
It is difficult for people with a white, middle-class orientation to understand Black Power.
Still; an attempt must be made. And so it was
that I went to hear Stokely Carmichael, head
of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Comgradation.
mittee, speak to the masses at the P. T. Camp"The policy of the white man has been
bell School in Roxbury Friday night. Only a
'divide and conquer,'" Carmichael told the
handful of whites were scattered among the
audience; there were no policemen present, and
corwd. "We have to stop hustling each other.
a girl at the door was handing out leaflets readIt's timei for us to unite. We must build a community in which we are all bound together by
ing, "BROTHER IF YOU MUST DIE, IF
love. Because love is a bond too strong for the
BLACK PEOPLES BLOOD MUST FLOW, LET
IT FLOW IN THE STREETS OF THIS COUNwhite man to break."
TRY AND INTEGRATE WITH THE BLOOD
So far the strategy of SNCC programs has
OF OUR REAL ENEMIES RIGHT HERE."
been (1) to drive out the white exploiters
through boycotts or rent strikes, and to fill the
For the most part, however, the whites
void with Negro co-operatives, (2) to run Black
present, including myself, were ignored as bePanther Party candidates who will represent the
ing irrelevant. The only incident occured when
Carmichael warned two reporters not to blind
real needs and demands of the Negro masses.
him with the bright lights of their news camIn Roxbury, however, Carmichael hinted that
more violent means may be resorted to: "They
eras while he was speaking. When they persissay, 'Looting don't get you nowhere.' Lake hell
ted he said, "Okay, you've got about fifteen
hundred feet of film. Now why don't you split?"
it don't. Look how Strong this country has grown
through looting. They started off by looting us,
They began grumbling about freedom of
the press. A man sitting in front of me yelled,
when we were slaves. And they're still looting
"You heard him. Split!"
us. They've gotten rich doing it. Only we don't
Fortunately they left quietly. "All they do
get any of it
is cause trouble anyway," Stokely said.
"The whites loot us. The grocer who sells
Seen in person, Stokely Carmichael hardly
us rotton goods at high prices. The landlord
fits the fiery-eyed image of the white press.
who charges us high rent for the rats who live
He is a skinny young man dressed in an impecSTOKELY CARMICHAEL
with us. They loot us. You know it and I know
"Black people don't want to get whitey; they just want to get him off
cable suit, with an easy smile and a voice that
it. It's time we throw them out of the ghetto.
theirbacks ..."
hardly carries past the fourth row. He speaks
"The police don't give a damn about us.
the jargon of the average Negro without talking down to him and his powers as a They don't care if blacks cut each other. Try calling a policeman if your house gets
speaker are so great that I found myself agreeing with most of what he said even robbed. He won't do nothing. But burn down a white man's store and they'll call in
the national guard.
though his attacks against the white man were indirectly an attack on me.
"We know there is police brutality. We don't have to prove it to the white man.
We
don't
care what he thinks."
Other than his sense of humor, his most striking characteristic is his pride. Pride
Carmichael views the Negro as being exploited by the white merchants and
in being a Negro. This is a new development in the history of the American Negro.
slumlords who live outside the ghetto. The function of the white police force is to
Treated for so long as an inferior by the dominant white majority, he came to accept
(Continued on Page Thirteen)

D S Review:

LTaughheedM
oAudinc uch
DbickyMiner
The Boston College Dramatic Society opened its 101st season with Christopher
Fry's comedy The Lady's Not for Burning two weeks ago today. The play gave a
promise of better things to come, but in it self was quite a disappointment.
The problem rested squarely
with the main character, Thomas
Mendip, a cynical young man
who, unable to find meaning in
life, demands to be hanged. As
Fry created him, Mendip was a
cynical yet witty and fascinating
charmer. As Stan Bowker portrayed him, he was a morbid,
humorless and pompous bore.
Bowker chose to emphasize the
"Hamlet" in Mendip; and that element is definitely there. But the

mood of Fry's play is so com- mocked by distress to be able to
pletely different from that of mock back."
Shakespeare's dark tragedy that
This is the proper mood of the
Bowker's Hamlet came off more play. When Mendip was not on
like the pompous Polonius.
stage the mood was sustained
Fry himself has said of this
play, "Think of it in terms of
light of inconstant April sunshine,
twilight, and full moon; of human
intelligences in a dance together,
sometimes with nothing but buoy-

fairly well.
The rest of the cast, having far
less difficult roles, were more
successful in portraying them.
Stan MroczkowsM was quite convincing as the fumbling, wideancy, sometimes with a serious- eyed innocent Richard, and Adriness which has been sufficiently enne Antiles made a fitting match
for him, although it is hard to picture Miss Antiles as a naive convent girl. Carol Ann Fronc did
perhaps a bit too much fussing
and bustling around, but she did
display once again that she has
a flair for comedy.
The "lady" of the title, Donna
Martinelli had the only role besides Mendip's which required
real depth. As an accused witch
she had to laugh at the absurdity
of the charge and yet experience
rea. anxieLy about her possible
punishment. Although not outstanding, her performance was
good,. conveying the beauty and
mystery of existence which lead
Mendip to give up his death wish
and remark, "Something condones
this world incorrigibly."
Paul Lavr.:i<as, Stan Mroczkowski, Donna Mar+inelli and Carol Ann Fronc
The most satisfying performappearing in Fry's drama.

Stan Bowker confronts Donna Martinelli in the DS production of"The
Lady's Not For Burning."
ance was that of Greg Eliot as the
chaplain, a continuously hilarious
characterization. Mr. Eliot made
the most of a comic role without
resorting to excessive loudness
and mugging.
As the obnoxious brothers Nicholas and Humphrey Devise, Paul
Lavrakas and Robert Donlan,
made an amusing comedy team,
though like most comedy teams
each tended to overact when the
other wasn't present to counter
balance him. Richard Bruno and
Greg Nash were considerably less
interesting in considerably less interesting roles. Lou Fuoco as the
drunken rag and bone man was
sufficiently raggedy and drunk
(although not particularly boney)

to give the play its final burst of
comedy.

So there we have it: a number
of satisfactory performances giving the play occasional buoyancy
but not enough to keep it from
sagging under the weight of its
main character.
In the past the Dramatic Society has not often received the
support which it deserved from
the student body.
If the size of the audience on
tyov. 4 is any indication, this situation may finally be correcting
itself. It is ironic that the Dramatic Society has finally drawn
a very full house, for a performance which hardly merited their
usual turnout.
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Shakespeare...As Big As Ever
bStyeL
v andrigan
Shakespeare has returned. After disappearing for a season,
following his triumphant birthday
year, Shakespeare has come back
as big as ever.
Currently at the spacious theatre of the Cambridge Latin
School, the Herald Traveler Repertory of Classical Drama is presenting three of his plays: The
Taming of the Shrew, Julius Caesar and Hamlet. Although somewhat adapted for modern audiences, the plays are not lacking

In Elizabethan charm, nor have
they lost any of their structural
beauty or power.
Recently I saw the Rep's production of Hamlet. On a stage
modeled after that of Stratford,
Ontario, the Rep's professional
company brought to life the wellknown tale of the wronged Danish prince. For the most part
the performances were uneven,
and the direction lacking. But
the show did have several high
points to save it from obscurity.

One is the performance of Edward Finnegan as Polonius, who
gives more substance to the role
than is the usual case. Besides
the traditional bumbling old fool,

Mr. Finnegan makes Polonius a edy. Unfortunately though, these
sincere, but misguided old gentle- moments are few.
man, who tries to help all whom Of the remainder of the playhe meets. He is very clever, and ers, few give distinguished peralways funny.
formances with the possible exSimilarly, Ronald Coralian and ception of Margery Shaw as OChris Grant as Horatio and Laer- phelia, who is at times magnifites respectively, render outstand- cent. Too often, though, Miss
ing performances. Unfortunately, Shaw's brilliance is dulled by intheir roles are small, but even audibility, a problem that plagues
so, they set a high standard of a good many of the cast of
acting which the rest of the com- thirty.
pany has a difficult time meetUnder Paul Barry's direction,
ing.
"those that play the clowns" are
For instance, Jack Ryland in brought to the forefront. Amusing
the titlerole gives a rather static as they might be, they tend to
and unemotional performance. Al- shatter the brooding mood of the
though Mr. Ryland has a good play. Also, in some of the play's
voice and uses it well, his ten- important moments, particularly
dency to stand statuelike down- in the dueling at the end, director
stage center and recite his lines, Barry seems unable to sustain
rather than to play to the rest the tension of the scene for more
of the cast is often jarring. Per- than a few minutes.
haps, if he were more subtle The physical production, lights,
in his portrayal, he would be costumes, and sets, are at all
able to project the. nuances of times good.
his character more effectively.
The Repertory company continDespite his shortcomings Ry- ues until December 10. With matiland handles parts of his per- nees every day and evening performance very well. The speech formances on Wednesdays, Fri." is days and Saturdays, and admis"To be or not to be
one example. Also his scenes with sions only two dollars, this is aOphelia and the Ghost are well fairly painless way to a fairly
done, as are his moments of com- good show.

.

.

NANCY CONRON
Ed. '69

Pla"nFCsuhitrdceTakeover
ByTS
ED TRONACH

Features Staff

The Spirit Movement is an international cadre of highly disciplined Protestant theologians. Their
purpose is the formulation and dissemination of a new radical theology, based on the symbols, images and
idioms of contemporary man.

GSueacrudrA5Citeyl0btahs nniversary
On December 26, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert F. Le Meir will celebrate
their fiftieth wedding anniversary.
Mr. Le Meir for the past year
and a half has been a security
guard for Boston College and this
year was put in charge of the
main entrance on Commonwealth
Avenue.

Sometime in February 1916, he
was riding home on the street
car when he saw his future wife
for the first time."l saw her and
thought she was a beautiful blond.
Then I tried to find someone who
knew her to introduce us." The
rest was nature and the courtship lasted ten months.
They were married in the
priest's rectory because Mrs. Le
Meir was a convert and at that
time converts were not permitted
to marry in church. This year
they renewed their marriage vows
at St. Joseph's Church in Somerville.
Mr. Le" Meir refers to the past
fifty years in terms that suggest
a love affair rather than a marriage. "Today we're so close
we're almost one.
You find
yourself trying to do the utmost
for the other person knowing
there's only a few years left."
Fifty years is a long time.

This theology is existential,
relying heavily on Rudolf Bultmann's theological interpretations
of Heideggerian philosophy; but
with a new set of images and
vocabulary, systematically drawn
from contemporary culture.
Faith and Culture (the local
branch of the Spirit Movement)
has very ambitious plans. The
year 1967 will close a ten-year
period ot research, designed to
construct courses of the new
theology.
By the year 2007, Faith and
Culture, hopefully, will have fully
permeated the various Christian
churches. To this end, the forty
years of evangelical work have
been divided into ten four-year
plans.
In the present age of ecumenism, it is vitally important that
Catholics be aware of the exciting
upheavals going on outside the
Church. These happenings will
surely affect us, as few of us
will continue to spend our lives
in an insulated Catholic atmosphere.
By being conscious of these
movements, we will foe able to
accept the best elements of the
spiritual insights of others. By
refusing to consider them, on the
other hand, a dangerous confusion will ensue.

Endeavoring to become more
conscious of what's going on in

contemporary Protestant theothree Boston College
logy,
sodalists spent the week-end of
October 28-30 attending a Faith
and Culture course, entitled
"Being Human in the Twentieth
Century."

leave the word on their tombstones.
Much of the week-end was designed to destroy Traditional
attitudes, that the student might
be free to accept Faith and

Culture. Rational criticism was
squelched, Theologies of the

community, stressing brotherly
love and fellowship, were sarStudy seminars minutely anacastically cast aside. Devotion to
lyzed papers of Richard Niebuhr,
Christ
was
"debunked by
Paul Tillich, Rudolf Bultmann, stressing the
ordinaries of His
and Dietrich Bonhoeffer. Art
existence.
forms, including the movie ("RePositively, Faith and Culture
quiem for a Heavyweight") and
theology focuses on a man as a
the visual arts (Picasso's "Guer- free being, who must decide how
nica, 1937") were also included. he is to live in the world. Man
Lectures were carefully planned can be inauthentic or irresponby dedicating himself to
to sustain interest through con- sible
causes, the pursuit of
humanistic
examples,
crete
drawn from the
knowledge,
the quest for adlecturer's personal experience and
venture, or the experience of
contemporary

literature. Student
involvement was
maintained love.
But these and other "causes"
through intermittent word-games,
designed to have the student are unsatisfactory explanations
of our lives. Eventually, each
respond to theological issues.
will lead to disillusion, turning
us back to the final chaos of
For example, several people
the irrationality of theabysmal
were asked what they would
experience of non-being. In this
do to reform the Church, if they
state of free-fall we find that
were elected "Pope" of all
Christendom. Others took the we are "up-against" something
we just can't handle.
role of the "priest" in councilling an unwed friend seeking
Only at this point of freedom
an abortion. People were also or heightened spiritual conasked what message they would sciousness can man become the

Man of Faith. This is accomplished by deciding to live without the illusions which we had
taken on as pseudo-justifications

of our lives.
The Man of Faith realizes
nothing can justify his decisions,
nothing except the will of God
manifested in the judgment of
history. This judgment is forever
beyond us, so that we never know
for sure whether or not we are
following God's will.
Faith and Culture theologians
advise us to make our decisions
bravely, taking into account as
many relevant factors as possible. To counter their pessimism in regard to knowing the
Will of God, they optimistically
affirm that for man "all future
possibilities are open." These
last two statements can be
summed up in their "layingclaim" that we all become
"ficpogs," i.e. "futuric," intentional, comprehensive people of
God.
In trying to be relevant, too

often the Faith and Culturist is
vulgar and profane. But the redeeming features are many as
well. Throughout the entire weekend; theology was made alive by
using the insights of current
teaching methodology.
Some of their techniques, as

mentioned above, could very well
be used to invigorate the tired
way in which much of Catholic
theology is 'being taught today.
Many of their practices could be
synthesized into a new- form of
Catholic liturgy, one that might
take the place of the defunct
retreat.

The Spirit. Movement also has
new and vital insights
into the meaning of Scripture,

.. .

some

Detail from Picasso's "Guernica": Being Human in the 20th Century

in the light of the current
secular revolution.
Furthermore, they have synthesized a
Christian theology attractive to
many who had previously seen
a breach between the life of
responsible decision and the
life of faith.
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CARMICHAEL:

"Integration Has No Relevance"

(Continued from Page Eleven) the door the landlady would tell
protect the property of the him what he was."
whites. White exploitation is legal Stokely writes, "We have to
because they have power, and work for power, because this
the source of power in this country does not function by
country is property. Since it is morality, love, and nonviolence,
difficult for the Negro to aanrire but by power." It is easy to
property in our present society, understand why he is unwilling
the alternative seems to be to to turn the other cheek. When
abolish the system that keeps he writes, "We cannot be exproperty concentrated in the pected any longer to march and

hands of the white middle-class.
For this reason the Black Power
movement is becoming increasingly radical in regards to
economic issues. Stokely has
written, "The society we seek to
build among black people is not
a capitalist one. It is a society
in which the spirit of community
and humanistic love prevail."
And this, I believe, is the
second key to understanding Black
Power. It is not a movement
geared towards Negroes on the
make, who want to be assimilated
into the white, middle-class social
structure, but a movement geared
towards the poor Negro masses,
who reject the dominant middleclass values and want to find
new values of their own. They
don't want to move into the white
suburbs. They want to build thedr
own black communities in the

have our heads broken in order
to say to whites: come on, you're
nice guys. For you are not nice
guys," he is by and large correct. And there is no doubt that
he means it when he says that
blacks do not want to be in the
white man's place in order to
terrorize and lynch and starve
him. But the question is how
long can he control the explosive
emotions of the inhabitants of the
ghetto?

white man.

don't have

.

If the white man is scared by
Black Power then that's too bad,
because he's going to have to
get used to it."
Someone was firing a B-B gun
at me. A friend of mine got hit,

could force the socio-economic
changes they believe to be

.

The old goal of integration has
been abandoned. "Integration has
no relevance to the Harlem wino
or the cotton picker making three
dollars a day.
Color can't
be 'forgotten' until its weight has
been recognized and dealt with."
Stokely told the crowd about "the
fellow who told me he was a
physicist first and a Negro second. I told him the next timehe
applied' for an apartment to put
down that he was a physicist,
and then when he showed up at

..

... We

to prove nothing any more.

ghetto.
Ultimately Carmichael seeks a
coalition of poor blacks with poor
whites, provided white radicals
can organize the white community. SNCC feels such a coalition
necessary.

.

As I walked away from the
building his words rang in my
ears. "We're not afraid of the

but wasn't hurt.
My friend was a member of
SNCC before whites were filtered
out of the leadership positions.
Is this the real meaning of
Black Power? And next time will
it be bullets?
At a recent SDS convention, Sy
Landy and Charles Cooper expressed the position that: "Antiwhite feeling in the black community is hardly created by the
slogan of Black Power. It is already there and boiling over.
Black Power attempts to channel
the rage and energies of the
Negro community in the direction of political, economic, and
social goals; its opposite is coups
and programless riots. It seeks
to transform rites into rebellions,
aimed not at indiscriminate
hostility but directed at the vitals

Does
this f

of the rotten American power
structure. To a great extent the
responsibility for simple antiwhitism lies with the conservative
civil rights leaders who raise
hopes but fail to deliver the goods
because of their subordination of
the movement to
the lib-lab
coalition, thus adding to the
enormous pent-up frustration of
an oppressed people."
Although a movement based
upon hatred lacks a bit in idealism, who can blame the masses
of Roxbury for embracing Black
Power? What have they ever
known from us except hatred,
indifference, phony liberalism,
and watered-down reforms? We
had our chance
we had a
hundred years ? and we blew it.
The civil rights movement has
gone from childhood, in which it
was heavily dependent on white
leadership, to adolescence, a
turbulent, rebellious period in
which it is proclaiming its independence from its white, liberal
parents. Hopefully it will pass
into adulthood eventually, and
adulthood in which Negroes will
view whites neither with selfeffacing deference nor with defensive arrogance, but with
mature self-confidence.
How violent will this period of
adolescence foe? Stokely Carmichael writes, "Responsibility
for the use of violence by black
men
lies with the white

...

?

. .

.

community."

pcelryssonstnd
DrwSTamohcitieproduction,

Little Mary Sunshine December 1-3.
Little Mary is a parody of the Nelson Eddy-Jeanette McDonald movies' of the 19305. It concerns itself with the quest of Captain Jim (Michael Lynott A&S '69) to capture both a renegade
Indian who has sworn revenge on Little Mary (Evelyn Cataldi
Ed. '69), and capture Mary's hand in marriage. It romantically
includes Captain Billy Jester (Charles Auker) and Nancy Twinkle (Ann Hughes), Miss Mary's flirtatious maid. The plot further
is enlivened by the presence of the six forest rangers and the six
ladies of the Eastchester Finishing School. It is a show in which
good means good, bad means bad, virtue is all, and justice always triumphs.
The musical is directed by Dr. Paul J. Marcoux, music direction is by Mr. David Connors and choreography by Mrs. Louise Bruyn. Tickets go on sale Mon., Nov. 21, in the Eagles Nest.

Paper Clips
ByHoward
Jim

Features Staff
On Friday, November 4, a let- more appealing than the unap- tion of such beverages only on
ter to the editor, in Montana State pealing main course, she took two weekends, or at chaperoned parUniversity's Exponent pi-oduced desserts. As a result of this in- ties. There were some who felt
the proof behind the talk. The fraction, she had to pay half a that it was not the duty of the
writer wrote about the noon meal dollar for a second delight "and administration to regulate the use
of alcoholic drinks.
at a girls' dorm. She raved about
threatened with severe penalties
"the fabulous and elegant gourSaint Joseph's College in Renmet dessert," that is, the Rice if caught again!"
selaer, Indiana became ah imporKrispies. Because they appeared In
a Case Tech newspaper re- tant topic of comment for Saint
port, which is, if you don't know, Joseph students as a result of

a Cleveland, Ohio school, the results of a freshman poll showed
that 90% favored allowing women
in the dorms. However, just 60%
voted in favor of alcohol and with
restrictions, such as the consump-

/

/

s

Frank Lewis' record 76-hour
broadcast. Stuff, the Saint Joseph
newspaper reported that the senior, Big Frank at times had to be
prodded awake every fifteen minutes to speak for ten seconds.

if she doesn't give it to you...
?get it yourself!
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LipsonWUanMts'Scalp
ByTomSugrue

Associate Sports Editor
One of the problems of big-time
recruiting in college sports is that
while searching the country wide
for prospects, some local athletes
are often ignored. These local
sports heroes often end up starring for other, more distant
schools, and everybody back

high school career.

In speaking about the rest of
the season, Ed feels that the
two biggest games are coming
up now. When he talks about
the UMass game, his expression
becomes serious and his voice
firm as he says, "This is a
MUST game. We've got to win.
They (UMass) have been bragging for the last few years thai
they could beat us anytime they
wanted and now they've got the
chance. Everybody is up for this
game, especially the fellows
from Massachusetts. We've got
to win and we're going to win."
As for the Holy Cross game
BC's big captain says, "That Holy
Cross is a big game goes without
saying. They'll be out to revenge
the bad beating we gave them
last year. But all our fellows will
be ready." That's Ed Lipson talking and when Mr. Lipson speaks
its usually wise to listen.

When it came time for graduation, Ed had a variety of colleges to choose from, but quickly narrowed his choice to Boston College and UMass. He finally chose BC because he says
"I liked both the academic
standing and the type of football
played here. The schedule was
tougher and the whole operation
was more big-time."
Ed was elected captain of the
Eagles last spring in what he describes as "one of the biggest

home wonders how that one got
away. Well, one local boy that did
not get away from Boston College
is Ed Lipson, the tough linebacker
who captains the Eagle football
squad this year.
Ed, who stands 511" and
weighs 215 pounds, hails from thrills in my life. To be elected
Lynn, Mass, on the North Shore- by the team to represent them is
He attended St. Mary's High really something special."
School there, where he earned He regrets that the season
Catholic All-America honors for hasn't been better, but refuses to
his play at guard. In addition to place the blame on his teamhis exploits on the football field, mates. "The fellows have never
Ed also threw the shot for the let down despite the setbacks and
track team, and earned a total discouragements through the seaof six varsity letters through his son."

EndOfAA.W.E.-ra

CAPT. ED LIPSON

ByARWILBOUE
R NGLE

As the man once said, "All on the way to New Yawk)
there is still an Indian lurking

good things must come to an
end." Such is the case with Arlo's flower-strewn weekly dash
through the thorny thicket of
football futurama. If the paths of
glory do, indeed, lend but to the

grave, this football season has
trod that path in very different
fashion for many of the most illustrious elevens in the land.

Near, but yet so far, was the
journey of the Contabs of Cambridge whose New Jersey downfall once again cast the "How
good are the Ivies?" question into a cocked hat. And still they
must face Old Eli, a formidable
challenge this year as every year,
for the Crimson. The names of
Leo and Gatto may fade into the
twilight of flashes in the pan, but
Gerry Cheevers is alive and well
in Argentina, so renew your subscription to the Globe. When that
Saturday twilight arrives, "Boola, Boola" will be raised on high,
as another phenom bites the dust.
Out in Western Mass, (that's

TYPING SERVICE

Theses, term papers, reports.
Electric Typewriter.
Low Rates include I carbon copy

Call 284-3399
(9 a.m.

-

7 p.m. only)

tury or all time, depending on
how much you care, "It" is the
seventh game of the Stanley
Cup playoff, of the NBA finals,

behind every iree, and the UMass Redman is no exception.
It is not popularly conceived

just how much this beer-soaked
savage would like to use his
firewater to wash down a full
course treat of Eagle-a-la King.
He has an offense slightly less
potent than General Custer's,
but he is cocky and resolute.
If we remember that the good
guys are in Maroon and Gold,
we should prove bad medicine
to this fine-feathered fun-lover.

The annual Philadelphia shouting match trophy is up for grabs
again this year, as McNamara's
finest choose up sides for their
yearly duel of gang-tackling, eyegouging and generally dull football. This fall's contest should be
no different, except that Navy
ought to be able to find the goal
line by the end of the afternoon,
while the long gray line clings
to the precept of Gen. Patton
that defense is the name of the
game. If the Black Knights of the
Hudson ever do score, it will
have to be on a blocked endzone
punt. There will be a lot of punting in this one.
It is tomorrow. "It" is the
game of the year, decade, cen-

Series. "It" is
Michigan State's incredible array of. Big Ten behemoths versus St. Ara's freshly-scrubbed,
freckle-faced (God Love 'em)
Fighting Irish of Notre Dame.
The money in this corner says
the national championship was
decided on the 13th of Sept. at
South Bend, when the first team
beat the second team in the annual Green and Gold intrasquad
scrimmage. Lurleen Wallace
will probably have a "Kama's
the Best" bumper sticker on
the state limousine again this
winter, but the best, my friend,
are the Polish, Dutch, French
and Jewish, the Fighting Irish
that is!
of the World

ReacBtionsSudMClrbe eeting
The Courtside Club of BC met the following eleven stubs: 2, 4,
with success last Tuesday night 5, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 19, 20 and 21.
as a standing room only crowd
came to Cushing Hall for the
first meeting in the club's promising future. Basketball coach
Bob Cousy was greeted with a
standing ovation as the Courtside

Club stated what was planned for
the upcoming basketball season.
The main innovation presented
was for the hoped-for success of
the new Student Season Tickets.
PRCIEASTBNMMODR AN?
The purpose of the club is to
present a uniform, well - organized cheering section for the
future home games of the basketball team. It was announced that
the season tickets will go on sale
at noon next Monday at the A.A.
Who cares? The Jesuits care. office in Roberts Center.
And so do you and I and everyThe cost will be $11.00 plus ? The Paulist Father is a modern
one who ever climbed the Heights
man in every sense of the word. He
or Applesauce Hill. Jack Lentz
is a man of this age, cognizant of
and Brendan McCarthy are
the needs of modern men. He is
among the best, but they are not
free
from stifling formalism, is a
as significant as the occasion itpioneer in using contemporary
self; they are on a long list of
ways to work with, for and among
the best who have taken this best
If
100 million non-Catholic Amerdays.
win,
of
we can
as win
we shall, scream your lungs out,
icans. He is a missionary to his own
if it matters who is the best, you
people?the American people. He
will have missed something.
utilizes modern techniques to fulMust be a skier. Will act
fill his mission, is encouraged to

WANTED:

STUDENT REP
FOR NEW
MAJOR SKI AREA

J. F. Clunan and Associates

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
"Member, 1966 Million Dollar Round Table"
75 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.
HU 2-4900
?

SPECIALIZING IN ESTATE PLANNING AND LIFE INSURANCE

as ski area representative, handling promotional activities at school
and in town, in return
for free season's lift
pass. Contact Ed Siegel,
Waterville Co., Inc.,
Waterville Valley, New
Hampshire 03223. Tel.
(603) 726-8911.

waterville
CARL A. CYR
Class of '63
566-0530

JACK CLUNAN
Class of '56
665-3314

CHARLIE SMITH
Class of '66
325-2490

©valley

NEW
HAMPSHIRE

call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.

If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investigation of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most important decision of your life. Write for
it today.
?

NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019
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Soccer Team Raised
To Varsity Level

TE
wo-Way ffort
Dan Connolly

By DAN CONNOLLY
Associate Sports Editor
It was announced November 4 vailability in the fall will depend saders to "play for keeps" kept
by the BC Athletic Association on his job status in the Boston this win off the season record.
that next fall soccer would be area.
In the season finale, the club
added to the list of varsity sports
behind in the first 10 minutes
got
The schedule for next fall finds
at Boston College. This was the
six new teams appearing against
the Eagles. They are Tufts, Holy

Cross, Boston U., M.1.T., Brandeis, and Fairfield. The games

Quinn

Gostyla

with the two Jesuit rivals?Fairfield and Holy Cross ?will be
played at BC on the morning
(10:30) before football games. The
four Boston area opponents could
possibly facilitate the formation
of a Greater Boston Soccer League
similar to the leagues that exist
in baseball, golf, track, and
cross-country.

culminating act of four years of
In closing out this season, the
work on the part of a group of Eagles split two scheduled games
students who had organized, fi- and split two scrimmage games.
nanced, and played soccer.
They defeated Salem St. 2-0 and
Also, the 14-game schedule for lost to Stonehill 4-2 in regular
next fall was disclosed. Eight of games and beat Holy Cross 3-2
JV's 6-2 in
the teams on this year's 13-game and lost to Harvard
schedule will reappear and six the scrimmages.
new teams will be added.
The Salem St. game found
Frank
Mwaura scoring both goals
Rufe
The status of Coach Al
hero
is at the moment unclear. Coach while Billy Plunkert was the
blanking
in
the
of
the
game
his
graduRufe will be finishing
ate work this spring and his a- Vikings.

S1967 CHEDULE
September 28, Gordon College; 30, American International College.

October 3, Tufts University;
7, at Nasson College; 12, at
St. Francis (Me.); 14, Holy

Jegede

November 1, at M.1.T.; 5,
Stonehille College; 8, at Brandeis; 11, Fairfield.

Villegas

of the game 2-0 at Stonehill. Gostyla and Roman Martinez each
scored unassisted in the third
quarter to send the game into
the final chapter tied 2-2. The
Chiefs then converted a direct
kick and pulled off an excellent
play to give them two more
goals and a 4-2 win.

Skip Gostyla set every BC scoring record possible in hitting the
nets 21 times (7 of 7 penalty
kicks) while assisting on four
other scores for 25 points. Alonso
The next game was the scrim- Villegas, a freshman, was the
mage with Holy Cross in which number two scorer with eight
Skip Gostyla scored twice on as- goals and four assists. Frank
sists from Frank Mwaura and Mwaura, with four goals in the
then fed Mwaura for the third last three games, finished with
BC tally. The lack of referees seven goals; but Roman Martinez
and the reluctance of the Cru- beat him out for third place in
scoring with three goals and
eight assists. Tony Garofalo's five
goals placed him fourth in goal
scoring.

Cross (tentative); 18, Assumption College; 21, Lowell Tech;
24, Nichols; 28, at Boston U.

The Heights
will not
publish
next week
Mwaura
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Friday afternoon, November 4, there were a lot of people walking around the lower campus with relieved smiles on their faces.
They were the members of the Soccer Club, and they had earned

a smile.
Four years ago the soccer club got its first weak start when a
few students (among them Charlie Ponera and Alex Kalindawalo
who are seniors now) began kicking the ball around for-fun. This
fun session type of play gradually grew until last season when the
Club played a six game scrimmage schedule. Then the members
decided that something had to be done to get varsity recognition
for the team.
A lot of hard work paid off with a 13-game regular schedule,
in addition to which there were three scrimmages. In these 16
games the Eagles showed well, 10-6. They were uniformed, they
had their own field and locker room. They treated the BC campus
to five exciting home games. They made headlines around the
area. People began to know about BC soccer.
Just what does this all prove? It proves, first of all, that things
can be done on this campus if you do not like the status! quo. It
also proved that the Athletic Association is not uninterested in the
BC student.
The continual complaining about the lack of consideration
toward the BC student on the part of the A.A. is in actuality a
myth. What too many student do not take time to consider is that
one man, William Flynn, cannot do everything. The students would
like to see lacrosse, crew, swimming, etc., added to BC's roster of
varsities. But what the students fail to consider is the time and
effort that are required to establish and maintain a varsity sport.
If the students are willing to do the work themselves, as the
members of the Soccer Club did, there will be a very sincere interest on the part of the A.A. When the Soccer Club arranged its own
scheduler (which takes about four hours to the game in soccer?
I know, I arranged it?and even longer in the major sports) and
obtained financial support from the various student government organizations, Mr. Flynn arranged for locker room use (the visitors'
room in McHugh), a field (the intramural field north of Alumni
Stadium), and facilities for the visiting teams and the Club (tape,
towels, trainer, etc.). This adds up. The unseen things mentioned
above are the ones that really count.

Also, if the students are willing to co-operate with the A.A.,
the situation will undoubtedly improve. The addition of lacrosse,
crew, and rugby, for example, will come when the students who
want them quit griping and start working toward their goal. The
harder they work, the quicker they will find BC listed in the linescores in those sports.

This is not to completely whitewash the Athletic Association.
There is quite a bit they could do to encourge these sports by
stating their position on the addition of sports. Also an attempt
could be made to explain publicly the ticket policies and the considerations involved in establishing them. There has been much
misunderstanding on the part of both the student body and the
Athletic Association with regard to the BC athletic program. It is
about time that there was a clarification of some hazy points on
both sides. Just what do the students want? Just what are their
complaints and, more importantly, their suggestions? What is the
reasoning behind certain A.A. policies? What is the direction of
BC athletics?
If a few of these questions could be answered there would be
less complaining and more constructive work toward an athletic program which ds an opportunity for every student to participate and
possibly learn a sport while at Boston College.

BCT"WPsyicrdEhecidla-pUtvsn, 19-0
By REID OSLIN
Sports Editor

VILLANOVA, Pa.?For some teams, getting "psyched up" is better than hav-

ing a fast halfback. Unfortunately for Boston College, Villanova had both of these

last Saturday afternoon and blanked the Eagles 19-0.

It was a pretty dull first half, the last five yards into the end
with neither team being able to zone for another TD.
Just to rub it in, the psyched-up
move the ball very well. The
Villanova boys took the ball over
Wildcats came out for the second on downs and marched back up
half of the ball game with a diff- the field. Reserve quarterback
erent attitude, and by the fourth John Sodaski zig-zagged in for
quarter, it was curtains for our paydirt on a fourth-and-17 play
Eagles.
from the 27.
Boston College made only one
The first time that the Cats had
authentic
threat during the game.
the ball in that fateful fourth peIt
the opening series of
came
on
riod, they drove 75 yards in 10
the third quarter, when they
plays for the score. Frank
ruaed from their own 31 to the
carried the ball around the right
25, where they finally
end and scooted 35 yards into the Villanova
give the ball up on downs.
had
to
end zone for the first six points.
On the last play of this set, the
Two plays later, Lou Morda Eagles were a yard short of the
picked off a Joe DiVito pass in first down, and fullback Brendan
the flat at the Villanova 20, and McCarthy was called upon to get
before the dust had cleared, Bren- it. He took the handoff, headed
dan Murray had brought the ball left behind a wall of blockers, but

defensive end George Martin
knifed into hold him about a foot
short.
McCarthy was the top BC rusher. He picked up 55 yards on 19
carries. The entire BC team was
only able to gain 73 yards against
the tight Wildcat defense.

The home team did a little bit
better on the ground, rolling up
194 yards. They also struck
through the air, as quarterback
Gerry Bellotti hit on six of 10
passing attempts, but for only 36
yards.
The win was a big one for Villanova. There was jubilation in
the VU locker room that most
Philadelphia writers said "hadn't
Heights Photo by Mark Silbersack
been there since the bowl game
a standing room only crowd was on hand as the CourtFULL
HOUSE
days of 1961 and 1962."
side Club of Boston College held its first meeting last Tuesday night.

...
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RedmPrnovHoTBpingTSitaus omorrow
Associate Sports Editor
ByBM
IL cDONALD

Last year there was a lot of talk about a Bay State Bowl or something of the
It
sort. was to pit the two best teams in the state?BC and UMass?and decide just
which was best.
The arguments were strong on
both sides. UMmass was 8-1 and
had one of the East's top passers
in Greg Landry and tough Milt
Morin, the Cleveland Brown's top
draft pick and possible NFL
rookie of the year. BC had an
unimpressive 6-4 record but also
had a good quarterback. Ed
Folev. and Brendan McCarthy,
ECAC Soph of the Year.
At the beginning of this
season, UMass was scared at
the prospect

of facing

what

was to be one of the East's
top teams. They had tost Morin
and several other key players
and Landry was not expected to
improve on his record without
his top ends. UMass is not
scared anymore.
As everyone knows, the BC
Eagle, flying high in summer
and early fall, was buoyed up to
a great extent by hot air. The top
team has not materialized and
UMass could have a great opportunity to cash in and prove correct last year's sentiments of its

students and alumni.
Unfortunately for UMass, its
team has fallen off in performance from last year almost to
the same degree as BC. Its
record, 6-2, is somewhat impressive (enough to be ranked No. 4
small college team in the

country), but its performance
does not measure up.
UMass has beaten their five
Yankee Conference teams by a
total of only 27 points, with
their biggest victory a 14-7 conquest of New Hampshire. The
only non-conference victory is a
two-point edge over BU.

should take the pressure off the
running game, open up the de-,
fense, and thus enhance the
rushing attack.

Injury-wise, tackle Tom Sarkesian is out due to a bad back
and Ron Persuitte is bothered by
a bruised shoulder. Junior Bill
Ladewig will take Sarkesian's
The Indians of Dartmouth place, while Dick Clemens, also
handed UMass its worst defeat a junior, may play if Persuitte
this year to the tune of 17-7, has not improved sufficiently.
while a dropped extra point pass
other positions should reenabled Holy Cross to tip the All
main
in
the same hands.
Redmen, 16-14.
Landry, who completed over 60
percent of his passes last season,
is not throwing half as much this
year, averaging eight or nine
tosses a game. The reason is the
aforementionedlack of good ends.
Nobody could replace Milt Morin,
but Randy Warnock, of the Morin
mold, 6-3, 230, is the team's top
end.
The Redmen's running attack
The BC freshman football team
is rather undistinguished, but
out its brief season at
closed
Delore
at
tough
features a
Bob
halfback. The defense is not the Dartmouth last Friday, losing a
best but seems to be quite effec- 33-14 decision to even its record
tive at the right times as at 1-1-0. The only other game of
evidenced by its 15 goal line the depleted frosh slate was a
stands so far this season.
25-0 rout of the Holy Cross frosh
Jim Miller plans to have Joe three weeks before.
Marzetti throw quite a bit
Experience was the key at Hanagainst UMass. This type of
over: penalties against the Eagstrategy, according to Miller,

...
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NOW WHICH STUB
do we need? Two Courtside Club members
check their ticket books in preparation for the upcoming season ticket
sale. Details on page 14.

DPalrutmcokshFEagleItsSne' inale
ByJimO'Reilly
Staff Writer

lets, and the loss of four fumbles

stalled an otherwise potent offense. Dartmouth's final game of
the five-game season psyched the
home-field opposition; QB Bill
Koenig threw for 200 yards and
one TD, fullback Jim Chartrand
averaged 6.9 yards for thirteen
carries, and safety Bruce Saylor
took one of his three interceptions
back for a touchdown.

QB Mike Fallon's

fine

per-

formance of the first game was

hurt by the strong Green defense; he went three-for-eleven
passing, but threw two of those
for scores. Receiver Tom Silvanic was held to minus yardage, and only Eaglet rushers
surpassed forty yards.

BWUIChrsaoAGtediTnm' e
BOB RYAN
Staff Writer

By

What a difference a year
makes. Two years ago, a Jack
Lentz-led Holy Cross football
team carried BC right down to
the last 30 seconds before a
missed field goal cost them a
10-8 decision. Last year, playing without the injured Lentz,
it looked more like the Green
Bay-Mt. Ida game as BC rolled, 35-0, and it probably could
have been 50-0. Now, Jack
Lentz is back and once more
it's going to be a ball game.
But it's not the same old ball
it used to be. Sure, the
old grads will be there, counting the seconds until they can
hustle down to Alumni Hall for
the real fun. The Old Guard
sportswriters, all of whom have
written their "You-Can-ThrowOut- The- Record- Book- WhenThese-Team-Play" lines a couple of days beforehand, will be
there, too. The students, however, will either not be there
or will sit there not opening
their mouths, wishing they were
watching Army-Navy, or maybe Notre Dame-Southern Cal.
Of course, that means the BC
students, because the Cross
mob will be there in full force,
because to them this is still
THE game.
On the other hand, when the
Purple and White take the field
many BC fans will be looking
for Ron Texeira or Keith Hochstein, because for them the only Cross game that matters this
year will be played on a cold
game

winter's night on a hardwood Lentz is a rollout quarter,
floor 94'x50', and not on a foot- back, any anyone knows that
ball field. Sad? Maybe, True? BC has trouble with rollout
This year, yes.
quarterbacks.
Holy Cross wins football
games because of Lentz and
As a matter of fact, this year
because of their defense. any quarterback has given BC
Without Lentz, they'd never trouble).
In the '64 game he
get past the opponent's 50
times for 80 yards,
carried
23
yard line, let alone score.
to win the O'Melia
sufficient
that
they'd
defense,
Without
game's outstandnever belong on the same Award as the
ing player, an award won last
year, incidentally, by Brendan
McCarthy. Lentz can throw
short, but no one has ever conr
fused him with Y. A. Tittle
when it comes to throwing the
bomb. For occasional offensive
diversion, he hands the ball off
to the likes of squat (56", 180
lb.) Ralph Lilore, who looks
like the lead in the "Yogi Berra Story." If he's smart, however, he'll tuck the ball under
his arm and run.
McCarthy

field with teams like Syracuse and Army. The key operators on the defense are
middle linebacker Glenn Grieco, whose absence some say
was almost totally responsible for the 35-3 Buffalo debacle, bonecrushing end Walt
Kryzek, and defensive backs
Dick Giardi, who was merely

superhuman against Rutgers,
and baseball star Tom Kelly.
As long as these people can
do the job, the Cross is in the

ball game.

And what of BC,. the team
everyone from Street & Smith
to Miss August tabbed as a
potential Eastern kingpin?
Well, to put it bluntly, the

season has been

a near-disaster, regardless of the UMass outcome. Still, certain
people have sparkled.

Brendan McCarthy has shown
his class both on and off the
field too many times to mention. Injuries and all, he is still
worth the price of admission
for his blocking as well as his
running. But it's difficult for
one man to do it alone, and

with two good offensive halfbacks sidelined, and with Terry
Erwin, perhaps the best of all,
needed on defense, the task is
Brendan's and his alone.

Quarterback Joe Marzetti
was thrust into a tough situation, and he has responded
well. No pro scouts will be
beating on his door for his
passing, but he is a marvelously elusive and surprisingly

him. No one who has had the
misfortune to play a whole
game across from him will
soon forget it.
Defensively, Captain Ed
Lipson and Gary Andrachik
have provided consistently
good Hnebacking. And you'll
have to go a long way before you find a better middle guard anywhere than the
great Bill Stetz. Tackle Ron
Persuitte, who started off the
season just a notch above file
water boy, has been a regular Bob Lilly the past three
weeks.

Collectively, however, the
team has been a near total failure in regard to what was expected of them, and the student
body can't get "psyched." The

"Get-The-Coach" sentiment is
such that there are those who
want somehow for BC to win
on the field but lose in the
record books. For the BC fan,
it's simply the last game of
STETZ
the year. For the Cross fan, it
powerful runner, and as such is the year.
The game, therefore, is no
must be respected. Halfback
longer a great game, because
Paul DellaVilla has never stopped trying , but he is too small for that to happen both
schools have to care. BC and
to be an effective inside runner, and since the BC line Holy Cross, instead of playing for Honor and all that
hasn't beaten anyone to the outside since Dempsey beat Firpo, jazz, are playing for the Catholic school title of Massachuhe has not had much luck outside. He is a talented receiver, setts. Well, maybe New England.
but here again he hasn't had
The athletic ghost of Charlie
much chance to show it. Mammoth guard Bob Hyland has O'Rourke must be spinning in
done all that was expected of its grave.

